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DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF FRAUD 

BY CITY EMPLOYEES ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

'. 

This Administration has repeatedly expressed its concern that City 

employees meet high standards of conduct and that those who engage in corrupt 

or criminal activity, or any serious misconduct, be promptly identified and 

appropriately penalized. The Department of Investigation is charged with 

ensuring that this policy is complied with by all City agencies. 

The problem of fraud committed by City employees who conceal employ

ment income in order to gain public assistance is of particular concern to this 

Department. The nature and magnitude of this problem have been revealed by 

the Human Resources Administration's (HRA) computer matches of public 

assistance rolls and City payrolls. For example, between January 1975 and May 

1977, the HRA Inspector General's office (IG) determined that 805 City 

employees discovered through such matches had fraudulently concealed income 

to gain public assistance. The attendant dollar amount of fraud alleged was 

approximately $3.2 million.* 

BACKGROUND, 

Public assistance recipients are responsible for reporting all income to the 

Department of Social Services. Intentional concealment or misrepresentation 

of such information constitutes a fraud for which an individual may be charged 

with larceny and related offenses. 

*During the same period, the IG's office also determined fraud in 97 cases relating 
to State employees and 51 to Federal employees, representing an alleged theft of 
an additional $800,000. . 
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Since 1975, the HRA has been systematically conducting computer 

matches of public assistanc~ (p A) rolls with payr.oll records to identify City. 

em{>loyees whose public assistance grants are not budgeted for employment 

income. The identities of individuals thus matched are referred to local Income 

Maintenance Centers (IMC) for appropriate action on overbudgeted grants: 

rebudgeting, closing or recoupment, and review for fraud. When such a review 

discloses possible fraud on the part of the recipient/employee, the procedure 

has been for the Center to refer the case to the IG's Concealed Assets Division 

(CAD) for criminal investigation. Those cases in which the CAD makes a 

determination of fraud are referred to appropriate District Attorneys (DA) for 

possible criminal prosecution and the City employing agencies for possible 

discipline. The Collections Unit of the HRA's Office of Legal Affairs is 

responsible for taking civil action to recover public assistance overpayments, 

independent of or pursuant to restitution ordei'ed by the Criminal Courts. 

In this Department's periodic monitoring of the criminal and disciplinary 

disposition of these cases, it became apparent that many flaws existed in the 

process for substantiating fraud and for effectively penalizing offenders through 

criminal or administrative means. The result has been that many offenders 

have not been properly identified or penalized. The failure of City government 

to deal with this problem further encourages such fraud since potential 

offenders and recidivists will not be deterred if there is no penalty. 

In response to historical problems in the investigation of such fraud, and 

to provide relief for the HRA IG whose other operations have been severely 

impeded by the client fraud caseload, the HRA (with the Department of 

Investigation) has reorganized the investigative function. Accordingly, the IG is 

responsible for investigating HRA staff fraud as mandated by Executive Order 

#16; the responsibility for investigating all other client fraud has been shifted 

from the IG to the newly created Client Fraud Investigation Unit (CFIU). Much 

of the investigative staff from the IG's office, including that of the entire CAD, 

has been incorporated into the CFIU. 

... 
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iii. 

To ensure the success of this effort, the Bureau of Corruption Prevention 

and Management Review in the Department of Investigation conducted this 

analysis to identify weaknesses in the procedures relating to the HRA's detec

tion, in'vestigation and referral of alleged concealed employment fraud, and in 

the. policies and managerial approac:,es affecting these procedures. The 

analysis extended to the eventual disposition of cases by District Attor.neys and 

. City agencies. This was acc.omplished by means of interviews with personnel in 

HRA and District Attorney offices; observation of working procedures, analysis 

of c.ase documents and review of written procedures in HRA, and analysis of 

case dispositions. 

Draft copies of this report were forwarded to HRf ... 's Administrator, the 

New York City District Attorneys, and the Deputy Mayor for Criminal Justice. 

Their responses or sugges.tions are included in this final report, as appropriate. 

HRA's response is contained in Appendix G. 

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND CORRECTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Issue: 

Pr.eliminary reviews for fraud, conducted by the Department of Income 

Maintenance OM), were reviewed for content and quality: They appear 

frequently to be so superficially conducted that offenders may not be 

identified or reported. Poor quality in the initial case reviews. by 1M may 

preclude criminal investigation and punitive action. Following the March, 

1977 City payroll computer match, a total of 756 cases were referred to 

Income Maintenance Centers for review. The Centers' subsequent reports 

of case findings were incomplete in at least 234, or 40% of the cases. 

While the Centers reported fraud in 47, or 6% of the cases, only 14 were 

reported as received by the Concealed Assets Division. The remaining 33 

cases reportedly referred by the Centers but not received by the CAD , 
appear to have simply fallen out of the system. 
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B. 

Recom m endation: 

Management in Income Maintenance must exercise stricter implementa

tion of established review procedures regarding suspected fraud cases. In 

this connection, 1M staff should be better trained to identify possible 

fraud, their work output should be effectively 'monitored, and tracking 

controls should be instituted to ensure that all suspected fraud cases 

referred to the Centers are promptly and appropriately disposed of.* In 

response to a draft of' this report, HRA indicated that it has conducted 

further analysis and is moving to identify and correct these procedures 

and performance problems. 

Issue: 

Once fraud is suspected, further investigation requires close cooperation 

between 1M and the investigative units. Flaws.in the policies and methods 

for transmitting, processing and· maintaining essential PA documents and 

case files have resulted in delayed or stymied criminal investigations and 

prosecutions. 

Delays have been largely due to the failure of 1M units to transmit 

materials promptly, if at all, to the CAD, as well as to an historical lack 

of initiative by the IG's office to make full use of its authority and 

capability to obtain such materials. In some instances PA files have been 

so incomplete as to be rendered useless as criminal evidence, or have been 

discovered lost or missing. 

Recommendation: 

Management must reemphasize to relevant 1M units the importance of 

timely retrieval and transmittal of public assistance transcripts, checks, 

files and other evidence to the fraud investigation units, and must 

effectively supervise staff to ensure compliance. 

*It should be noted that our study ara not fnclude an examination of 1M procedures, 
but was rather a review of the end product of these procedures - the determination 
and referral of possible fraud to the CAD. 

I-.. -,~-.--.~--__ .. ~ _'_'~_"._. _______ . __ . _____ ~ __ ,_. ___ ., ______ . ___ . _____ ... ___ . 
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i. The Department of Income Maintenance should establish or improve the 

arrange'ments for the designation and . effective use of 1M liaisons 

responsible for making 'such data promptly available to staffs of the Client 

Fraud Investigation Unit and the IG's office, including the Court Liaison 

Unit. HRA· investigators should go directly to 1M Centers, when 

necessary, to review case materials and make photo-copies as needed. 

This should be standard procedure for major cases. When original 

documents are required by the District Attorneys, HRA Court Liaison 

staff stationed in each DA office should make full use of 1M liaisons to 

obtain such materials promptly for the DA's. 

• 

IMC staff should be trained more adequately as to the proper entering of 

information or.. documents and the maintenance of files, and their work 

should be closely supervised. Files should be stored in locked cabinets 

with accessibility only to appropriate personnel. The investigative units 

should establish an effective system for reporting to 1M management on 

the completeness and accuracy of information provided, and submit 

quarterly summaries of such reports to the HRA Administrator. 

In response to a draft of this report, the Administrator of HRA indicated 

that 1M staff will be better trained and instructed on these points and that 

steps are being taken to alleviate 1M's huge records management probl~m . 

C. Issue: .. 

Even though HRA policy gives high priority to the investigation of 

concealed government employment offenders, this priority was not 

• reflected in the work output of the client investigation process during the 

period of our review. In the nine month period ending September 1978, of 

the average monthly intake of 657 concealed assets cases, 37% were 

related to concealed employment. However, of the average number of 

• 

• 

• 

cases referred to the District Attorneys each month (the output), only 

about 15% of these were concealed government employment cases. These 

figures suggest a failure to operationalize ag~ncy in:restigative priorities. 

" . 

I 

J 
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Recommendation: 

HRA in its reorganization, restructuring and redefinition of its 

investigative function must establish effective criteria for case priorities 

reflecting HRA, DA and Mflyoral policy and must translate these priorities 

into investigative practice. HRA should also institute a system for the 

effective division of labor through. greater specialization of work 

assignments among investigators and between investigative units so as to 

ensure increased productivity. The separation of HRA employee fraud 

from other client fraud investigations is a useful first step in this 

direction. 

HRA responded that "In the past year, OIG has realigned its priorities 

structure on a new City-wide emphasis on employee fraud •. .'! We welcome 

HRNs attention to such priorities, but emphasize the need for the 

effective ope rationalization of the stated prior.ities. 

Issue: 

The DAs reported to us that criminal investigation case reports prepared 

under current procedures have often failed to meet even such basic 

prosecutorial standards as the statute of limitations. 

In a sampling of criminal dispositions of 161 concealed government 

employment fraud cases referred to the District Attorneys for prosecution 

during a three-month period ending in March 1976, 105, or 65% of these 

cases were not prosecuted for reasons including the following: 

insufficient evidence of criminal wrongdoing; expired statutes of 

limitations; low amounts of fraud claims, often due to miscalculations of 

claims; and because recoupment or restitution actions had begun or were 
completed. 

Much of the problem stems from failure to train investigative staff 

adequately and to monitor work output, as well as from the historical 

failure of HRA to reach agreement with the DAs on criteria regarding 

priorities and standards for case referrals for prosecution. 

vi. 
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Recommendation: 

HRA should ensure that a comprehensive and current manual of 

procedures for cr.iminal investigations be prepared for use in the client 

fraud investigation units. Investigative staff should receive training in the 

investigation of criminal cases and in report-writing •. 

HRATs recent initiation of meetings with the Deputy Mayor for Criminal 

Justice and the DAs is a step in the right direction. These meetings 

should recur periodically in an effort to establish, update and 

communicate criteria for case priorities, quality standards for case 

preparation and appropriate means for the efficient processing of cases. 

Based on such critel'ia, the HRA procedures manual would provide 

guidelines for the selection of priority cases' for investigation and contain 

checklists for investigators indicating priority criteria for pending case 

investigations. 

These measures can only be effective if ongoing staff work is adequately 

supervised. HRA has responded that it will be preparing an investigative 

manual for use in the investigative units. 

E. Issue: 

BRA has not in the past monitored the disposition of its cases by the DAs, 

the Criminal Courts, the employing agencies and the HRA itself so as to 

evaluate the effectiveness of its investigative output. 

Recommendation: 

The HRATs Court Liaison Unit should keep detailed records of criminal 

case dispositions and review such dispositions periodically to determine: 1) 

why certain cases were rejected for prosecution, and 2) if proper internal 

administrative actions have been taken, e.g., recoupment or restitution by 

civil action. Regular monthly reports on the percentage of cases accepted 

or rejected with the attendant reasons should be distributed to the 

investigative units and the relevant commissioners. 
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viii. 

Issue: 

The Collections Unit of the HRA's Office of Legal Affairs reported to us 

that it has not been pursuing collections via civil action even when 

restitution has been ordered by the criminal courts. Such inaction has 

been due partly to pending litigation regarding HRA's practice of taking 

Confessions of Judgment from alleged fraud offenders, and to the 

significant understaffing of the unit in which one professional has been 

charged with the full responsibility for collections on all fraud accounts. 

Recommendation: 

The Collections Unit should be made viable by increasing staff as needed. 

The cost/benefit ratio of this function should meet Mayoral and Office of 

Management and Budget criteria for budget expansion. 

Confessions of Judgment should still be sought (at least in those cases 

where restitution ··has been ordered by the Court) until litigation is 

resolved. The language in Confession of Judgment and Promise. to Pay 

forms (restitution agreements) should be amended to advise offenders that 

the signing of such documents will not preclude further criminal and/or 

disciplinary action. 

HRA replied as follows: "We also .agree with your findings that our 

process of collecting from recipients who have been ordered by a court or 

voluntarily agreed to make restitution needs improvement. We have 

added temporary manpower to the Collections Unit in the Office of Legal 

Affairs to facilitate computerization of an accounts receivable system 

which should eliminate the in-house collection problem. Where we do not 

receive payments, we will take civil action to enforce judgments or 

agreements that have been made." 

Per agreement between HRA and the Department of Investigation, Con

fession of Judgment and Promise to Pay forms have been amended as 

proposed. 

G. Issue: 

The decision to prosecute a case criminally is dependent on the individual 

prosecution policies and priorites of the DAs and on the quality of case 

referrals. 
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Recommendation: 

Each DA should, to· the maximum extent possible, formulate in-house 

guidelines as to prosecution policies and priorities and communicate them 

to HRA so that HRA,can supply the DAs with appropriate case referrals . 

H. Issue: 

City agencies have neither conducted timely administrative reviews of, 

nor applied stringent or uniform penalties to concealed employment fraud 

cases. Our review of case dispositions by City agencies revealed that a 

disciplinary proceeding may last from 6 months to over a year, and at the 

end of the process only a small percentage of fraud offenders are 

disciplined in any manner. Of the 805 case dispositions reviewed, only 

52, or 19%, were disciplinec: 26, by suspension, probation and/or fine; 22, 

by dismissal and 4,by official reprimand. 

Recommendation: 

City agency heads should stri(!tly implement the Mayor's policy and 

guidelines regarding the proper treatment of fraud offenders as mandated 

in his memorandum of October 13, 1978.* As in past years, the 

Department of Investigation will be monitoring case dispositions and will 

render reports to the Mayor. 

CONCL USIONS' 

Despite the large number of suspected offenders initially identified by 

computer matches, the case follow-up process has been largely ineffective. 

This is demonstrated most clearly by two key findings: first, of those targeted 

by the computer match procedure, only a fraction are correctly referred and 

properly investigated for fraud; second, of those which are criminally 

investigated and are alleged to have committed fraud, only a small percentage 

-----------------------------------------* Appendix A of this report contains a copy of the Mayor's memorandum. 
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are either prosecuted or disciplined. Unless modified, the system will not 

provide any meaningful deterrent against future, similar conduct. 

In summary, our study shows that management in all entities involved in 

the process has not until recently given sufficient attention to dealing 

effectively with this high priority category of City employee misconduct. The 

problem has in the past been aggravated by poor coordination of effort among 

such entities, i.e., the Human Resources Administration, the District Attorneys 

and t~e employing agencies. Our findings are supported by those of other 

studies previously conducted at both State and City levels.* 

Recent initiatives by HRA to redesign the client investigation structure 

and to increase coordination with the DAs should begin to improve matters. 

The Mayo·r's recent memorandum** to City agency heads mandating attention. 

to. these cases should also help greatly. An effective process, however, will 

depend on correcting the system problems described in this report. HRA's 

response to our draft demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of the 

problems; as mentioned in the relevant sections of this report, HRA has taken 

several initiatives to improve the process. 

Of course, more efforts should be made to prevent frauds in the first 

place. In this connection, HRA has recently instituted a front-end fraud control 

system ip which the names and social security numbers of new City hires are 

computer-matched against City public assistance rolls to identify recipients 

whose grants are not budgeted for employment income, and to rebudget their 

grants appropriately. 

* Appendix B of this report contains a listing of relevant audits and reports of 
which we are aware. 

** Appendix A of this report contains a copy of the Mayor:'s memorandum. 
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DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF FRAUD, 
. BY CITY EMPLOYEES ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

ANALYSIS AND CORRECTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. ,INTRODUCTION 

This Administration has repeatedly expressed its concern that City 

employees meet high standards of conduct and that those who engage in corrupt 

or other criminal activity, or any serious misconduct, be promptly identified and 

appropriately penalized. The Department of Investigation is charged with the 

responsibility of ensuring that this policy is complied with by all City agencies. 

The problem of fraud committed by City employees who 'conceal their 

employment income in order to gain public assistance illegally is of particular 

concern to this Department. The nature and magnitude of this problem have 

been revealed by the 'Human Resources Administration!s (HRA) computer 

matches of public assistance rolls and City payrolls. For example, between 

January 1975 and May 1977, the HRA Inspector General's office (IG) determined 

that 805 City employees discovered through such matches had fraudulently 

concealed income to gain public assistance. The dollar amount of fraud alleged 

was approximately $3.2 million.* 

Public assistance recipients are responsible for reporting all income to the 

Department of Social Services. Intentional concealment or misrepresentation 

of such information constitutes a fraud for which an individual may,be charged 

with larceny and related offenses. 

Since 1975, the HRA has been systematically conducting computer 

matches of public assistance (PA) rolls with payroll records to identify City 

employees whose public assistance grants are not budgeted for employment 

income. The identities of individuals thus matched are referred to local 

Income Maintenance Centers (IMC) for appropriate action on ovp,rbudgeted 

*Dul'ing the same period, the IGrs office also substantiated 97 cases of fraud by 
State employees and 51 by Federal employees, representing an additional $800,000 
in alleged fraud . 
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grants: rebudgeting, case clr.:-sing, recoupment, and/or review for fraud. When 

such a review discloses possible fraud on the part of the recipient/employee, the 

procedure has been for the Center to refer the case to the HRA Concealed 

Assets Division (CAD) for criminal investigation. Those cases in which the CAD 

makes a determination of 'fraud are referred to appropriate District Attorneys 

(DA) for possible criminal prosecution, and to City employing agencies for 

possible discipline. The Collections Unit of the HRA's Office of Legal Affairs is 

responsible for taking civil action to recover public assistance overpayments, 

independent of or pursuant to restitution ordered by the Criminal Courts. 

In this Department's periodic monitoring of the criminal and disciplinary 

dispositions of these cases. it became apparent that many flaws existed in the 

p'rocess for substantiating fraud and for effectively penalizing offenders through 

criminal or administrative means. The result has been that many offenders 

have not been properly identified or penalized. The. failure of City government 

to deal with this problem further encourages such fraud since potential 

of~enders and recidivists will not be deterred if there is no penalty . 

. In response to historical problems in the investigation of such fraud, the 

HRA (with the Department of InVestigation) has reorganized the investigative 

function. Accordingly, the IG is now responsible for investigating only HRA 

staff fraud as mandated by Executive Order #16; the responsibility for 

investigating all other client fraud has been shifted from the IG to the newly 

created Client Fraud Investigati9n Unit (CFIU). Much of the investigative staff 

from the,IG's office, including that of the entire CAD, has been incorporated 

into the CFIU. 

To ensure the success of this effort, this Department's Bureau of 

Corruption Prevention and Management Review (CPMRB) conducted this 

analysis to identify weaknesses in the procedures relating to HRA's 

investigation and referral of alleged concealed employment fraud, and in the 

policies and managerial approaches affecting these procedures. The analysis 

extended to the eventual disposition of cases by District Attorneys and City 

agencies. This was accomplished by means of interviews with key personnel in 

HRA and District Attorney offices; observation of working procedures, analysis 

of case documents and review of written procedures in HRA, and analysis of 

case dispositions. 
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Draft copies of this report were forwarded to HRA's Administrator, the 

~ew York City District Attorneys, and the Deputy Mayor for Criminal Justice. 

Their responses or suggestio!lS are included in this final report, as appropriate~ 
HRA's response is contained in Appendix G • 
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II. BACKGROUND OF COMPUTER MATCH AND CASE REFERRAL PROCESS 

Pursuant to New' York State Social ~ervices Regulations Part 348, the 

New york City Department of Social Services (DSS, a part of ERA) is mandated 

to detect and investigate all cases of alleged public assistance (P A) fraud and to 

refer to appropriate prosecutorial agencies those cases wherein "reasonable 

grounds exist to beli~ve that fraud was committed". 

Computer Match System 

In July 1974, the DSS Office of Operation Support (OOS) began a 

preliminary check of concealed government employment fraud. offenders by 

matching the names and social security numbers appearing both on PA rolls and 

government payrolls. Since January 1977, such matches have been conducted 

quarterly on all City mayoral and certain State employees, annually on certain 

city non-mayoral employees and by special arrangement on employees of 

certain Federal agencies. 

Preliminary Case Review 

Public Assistance clients who appear 'on government payrolls are notified 

by the -Department of Income Maintenance to appear for an interview at either 

the OOS or a local Income Maintenance Center (IMC), * and to bring their three 

most recent employment paystubs. The OOS or the appropriate IMC estimates 

the amount of PA overpaid, and processes appropriate budget modifications, 

and/or recoupments, or case closings so that overpayments do not continue. 

Where fraud is suspected or found referrals are made to the Concealed Assets 

Division (CAD) for investigation. In the current system, referrals relating to 

HRA staff are sent to the IG; those relating to non-staff clients are sent to 

CAD. Clients who fail to appear for the interview are removed from the public 

assistance roll . 

----------------------_._-----
*OOS handles computer caw reviews when a computer. match results in a small 
number of "hits". According to our interviews with OOS staff, when the number 
exceeds approximately 300, the cases are referred to relevant IMCs. Since the 
IMCs have the clients' PA files, this latter procedure seems to us the most logical 
one. However, as described below, the IMC review process has not worked well . 
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Case referrals for fraud investigation have been submitted either on a 

Refund Summary form by the IMCs or on a Questionnaire form (similar to the 

Refund Summary) by the ODS. These forms include the following information: 

the estimated amount of income concealed, the period of concealment, the 

length of time the client was on public assistance (supplied by IMCs which have 

. access to PA files, but not by DOS), the client's statements upon interview, the 

action taken and the current status of the case. The' entire process from 

detection to referral for investigation is to be completed in approximately one 

month. 

Criminal Investigations and Referrals 

All Questionnaires or Refund Summary reports are sent to the CAD. Upon 

receipt of such reports, a CAD caseworker verifies the subjects' names and 

social security numbers and verifies employment information based on weekly 

and quarterly payroll information from the City Comptroller for mayoral 

employees allid from individual employing agencies for non-mayoral, State and 

Federal employees. The CAD also conducts a bank clearance survey. The 

Division's clerical unit requests P A files from the IMCs and transcripts of public 

assistance from the DSS Division of Accounting. These transcripts are evidence 

of PA payme'nts made to clients as of the date of the alleged concealed 

employment. 

Upon completion of the employment verification and receipt of the 

clients' P A filj~?, the practice has been for a unit supervisor to assign the cases 

among the Division's 29 investigators. CAD investigators determine whether 

PA overpayments are due to fraud and/or administrative error and calculate the 

amount and period of overpayment. The evidence to sustain their determination 

is generally contained in the documents in the clients' PA files, the transcripts 

of public assistance, the employment survey information and bank clearance 

reports. Further evidence is sought out by investigators in client interviews and 

from additional sources as needed . 

.~~ ......... --.' - . .,. .----, -~~ ~ ...... -,.- --" - .~--
---- ---------
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When a criminal investigation is complete, a unit supervisor reviews the 

investigative report for completeness and accuracy and then refers those 

reports in which fraud has been found to the Director of the Division. The 

Director rules on the sufficiency of the criminal investigations and decides 

which of the reports should be referred to the District Attorneys. The Court 

Liaison Unit (historically part of the IG's office) keeps records of case 

transmittals to the DA, and tracks the case dispositions by the DAs and Courts. 

Until recently,' copies of these investigation reports relating to 

government employees also had been forwarded to the Department of 

Investigation for referral to appropriate employing agenC'lies for possible 

disciplinary action. (Under new procedures, HRA investigative units will make 

such referrals directly to the agencies.)* The Department is responsible for 

monitoring administrative case dispositions by City employing: agencies. Copies 

of all investigative reports substantiating fraud and/or administrative error are 

also referred by the CAD to the IMCs with recommendations for comprehensive 

budget actions or case closings, and to the OOS for follow-up action on the 

IMCs' implementations of.such recommendations. 

Processing of Cases for Prosecution/Follow.;.up Action 

The District Attorneys receive the investigative reports of fraud, and base 

their decision about whether to initiate prosecution, reject the case, or return it 

for further investigation, upon these reports. If prosecution is being considered, 

the District Attorney will request from the Court Liaison Unit the relevant P A 

files as well as case evidence files prepared by HRA investigators. Following 

Court action, HRA's Court Liaison staff in the District Attorney offices 

transmit case disposition forms, as well as PA files and Court Orders for 

restitution, to HRA's central Court Liaison Unit. That unit logs the DA and 

Court dispOSitions and is responsible for referring Court Orders for restitution 

to the IG's office, where defendants should appear to sign Confessions of 

*See Appendix F for Commissioner of Investigation Ll:lpkin's memorandum of 
January 19, 1978 to City agency 1Gs regarding this new procedure. 
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Judgment and Promises to Pay (claims for restitution) and make arrangement 

for restitution. The unit is further responsible for referring active PA cases for 

recoupment action to HRA's Department of Income Maintenance, and referring 

inactive PA cases which were not prosecuted or were not convicted to HRA's 

. Collections Unit for civil prosecution. The Collections Unit ·is responsible for 

filing Confessions of Judgment with the Supreme Court and enforcing 

restitution. 

Processing Of Cases For Employee Discipline/li'ollow-up Action 

City agencies are required to conduct administrative reviews of all 

alleged fraud cases regarding their offender employees, and to take disciplinary 

or other administrative action, as appropriate, pursuant to their responsibility 

under New York State Civil Service Law Section 75 and the New York City 

Charter, Section 1116. Agencies must also notify the Department of 

Investigation of any actions taken in this respect, pursuant to Executive Order 

#16. 

The Mayoral Memorandum issued Octob~r 13, 1978 (Appendix A) outlines 

City-wide policy for the proper and effective disciplinary or other 

administrative handling of such cases. 

.. 
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III. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. HRA Department of Income Maintenance 

Problems in 1M Operations 
As They Impact On Criminal 
Investigations* 

8. 

1. Case Reviews and Referrals by Income Maintenance Centers 
of Possible Fraud 

The Department of Investigation performed a review of how Income 

Maintenance Centers disposed of 756 cases resulting from the March 10, 1977 . . 

NYC payroll computer match. Based on this match, we have concluded that the 

product of their efforts has been less than adequate. Since the reorganized 

cfient fraud investigation function will depend greatly on 1M work for its 

success, these problems must be corrected if the new program is to bring any 

improvements. The following is a summary of our findings: 

After removing from the computer printout those cases which were not 

budgeted for employment income, 756 cases were referred ',0 the IMCs for 

review, budget action and/or referral to the IG. A review of the case 

Questionnaires revealed that the IMCs made the following determinations on 

these 756 cases: 

CASES 
# / % 

47/6% 

263/35% 

205/27% 

37/5% 

12/2% 

39/5% 

153/20% 
TotanmlOCi9"6-

NEW YORK CITY PAYROLL MATCH 
of March 10, 1977 

Preliminary Case Review by IMCs 

IMC DETERMINATIONS 

Possible fraud (as determined by IMCs) 

Client did not appear for interview 

Budget correct 

Administrati ve error 

Case closing 

Cases previously closed 

No action required (mismatch etc.) 

*It sFiould be noted that our study did not include an examination of 1M procedures, 
·but was rather a review of the end product of these pl'ocedures - 1M reports on the 
determination and referral of possible fraud to the IG. 
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Of the ~7 cases where the IMCs determined the possibility of 

"fraud", Refund Summaries were not received by the CAD for 

70% of, these cases as of 9/5/77, approximately 6 months after 

detection by computer match. 

The following is a breakdown of the IMC dispositions of these alleged 

fraud cases: 

CASES 
# / % 

14 / 30% 

9 / 19% 

24/ 51% 

Total 47 /100% 

IMC DISPOSITIONS 

Refund summaries were sent to and received 
by the CAD. 

Questionnaires indicated that Refund Summaries 
were sent to the CAD but the CAD reported 
no receipt as of 9/5/77. 

Questionnaires indicated fraud but no indica
tion was given of referral to the CAD. 

The Questionnaires for the 263 cases where the IMCs indicated that 

"client did not appear for an intervIew" were for the mos~ part incomplete, even . 
in regard to data available from files. Based on the ~:1formatf·11l provided on 

these Questionnaires, it appears that the IMCs either superficially conducted 

prelimininary reviews for fraud or failed to record and report their findings and 

actions to the OOS and the CAD. The apparent lack of attention to 

investigating these cases seems to be that since current DSS procedures require 

that the IMCs close all cases where clients fail to appear, the closing of the 

case will end the fraud. However, if these cases are closed without any further 

review and referral for investigation, concealed employment offenders who do 

not contest the closin"g or do not reapply for public assistance will not be 

penalized for their past behavior, nor be required to make restitution. Since the 

fraud alleged may be in the thousands of dollars, restitution must obviously be 

pursued. 
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The following is. a breakdown of the IMC dispositions in these 263 cases as 

reflected on the case Questionnnaires: 

CASES 
#/% 

225/86% 

6/2% 

3/1% 

6/2% 

8/3% 

15/6% 

Total 263/100% 

o 

o 

o 

o 

IMC DISPOSITIONS 

No information was pt'Ovided other than 
client's failure to appear for an interView /N 0 
re.ferral to CAD was indicated. 

Case closing initiated by Center 

. Employment income not reported/No referral 
to CAD indicated 

RefUnd Summary submitted to CAD 

Employment income reported /No budget 
change 

Employment income reported/Budget changed 

In the 225 cases where the IMCs indicated that clients did not 

appear for an interview, the Centers did not further explain 

their findings or actions as required on the Questionnaire r""m, 
i.e., whether employment income was or was not reported, 

whether P A rebudgeting had been necessary and whether such 

action had been taken; and if and when a client's case was 

closed for failure to appear, in line with current 1M policies. 

Without these data, it is not possible to determine whether any 

or all of these 225 cases should have been referred for 

investigation and possible prosecution. 

In the 6 cases where the IMCs indicated case closings, they did 

not explain the reasons for such closings. 

In 3 cases the IMCs indicated that employment income was not 

reported, yet they did not choose to refer those cases to the 

IG. 

In the 6 cases where the IMCs reported sending Refund 

'Summaries to the CAD, only 3 such referrals were reported as 

received by the CAD as of 11/4/77. 

HRA performed its own survey of the March 10. 1977 match case activity 

in response to our draft report, and found that in 56% of the cases requiring a 

referral to CAD, the referral was not made. 
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The above findings indicate that HRA has not provided for a monitoring of 

the computer match process to ensure that IMCs properly review and refer 

cases. Since our survey of the March 10, 19·77 match, the OOS apparently 

recognized that IMC procedures were inadequate and attempted "corrective" 

action. However, instead of exercising stronger control over IMC activities, the 

corrective action. consisted of transferring the problem to the CAD. 

Accordingly all Questionnaires which indicated public assistance overpayments 

or a client's failure to appear for an interview were sent directly to the CAD 

without preliminary review for fraud. (See Appendix C) This measure has 

aggravated rather than alleviated the problem of concealed government 

employment case referrals as follows: 

o The CAD has received a substantial increase in workload due 

to the referral of such Questionnaires. Whereas the 

March 1977 match resulted in the referral of 14 Refund 

Summaries to the CAD, the ·July 1977 match resulted in 

referral of 787 Questionnaires. 

o The CAD workload per case has also increased because most of 

the Questionnaires contain minimal information regarding the 

client's case and the possibility of the client's concealment of 

employment. Therefore, the CAD has had to do the 

preliminary case review work prior to investigation. This work 

should have been done by the IMCs. 

The magnitude of the computer matches as compared to the subsequent 

minimal or inadequate referrals to the CAD suggested that personnel were not 

performing effective or complete preliminary reviews. The attempt by the OOS 

to compensate for this failing by referring incomplete and, at times, irrelevant 

Questionnaires to the CAD is counterproductive. This practice would certainly 

impede the chances for success of the new Client Fraud Investigation Unit, if 

not utterly drown it in useless paper. 

In response to our draft report, HRA indicated that it will be dealing with 

these issues, and, "1M Programs and the Director of Fraud Investigations will 

work out mutually acceptable procedures to elimInate the duplication, assign 

responsibility and streamline procedures." 

11. 
t· 

.. ~ 
.' , 
:~ 
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Recommendations: To Improve Preliminary Reviews for Fraud ,and Referral 
ProGedures 

o The current practice of sending unreviewed, unevalutated, 

incomplete Questionnaires or Refund Summaries to the client fraud 

investigation operation must stop'. 

b ' Managerial staff in the IMCs should be held accountable for ensuring 

• • that all computer match cases received by the Centers are properly 

reviewed for a determination of possible fraud, ,that the 

• 
o 

• 
o 

• 

• 

• o 

• 

• 

Questionnaires submitted to the OOS are complete and that Refund 

Summaries are accurate, fully complete and promptly submitted to' 

the client fraud investigative units on all cases where fraud is 

suspected. The IMCs should. conduct preliminary case reviews on all 

computer match cases. The OOS should not be' involved in 

conducting some of these reviews as currently done, but rather 

should monito.r the process. 

For this process to be at all effective, the Office of Income 

Maintenance must establish and promulgate to the !lylCs cleal.'" 

guidelines as to what such reviews entail. These guidelines should 

include criteria for determining possible frauqulent activity. 

It will be necessary to institute continuous monitoring of 1MC work 

by 1M management, and case tracking controls. In this connection 

the OOS should perform quality control functions and should reject 

incomplete or otherwise inadequate preliminary case reviews 

received from IMCs and return them for rereview. All 

questionnaires received by OOS must indicate the 1MCs' 

determination regarding the possibility of fraud and must note the 

date when Refund Summaries were referred to the investigative 

units. Refund Summaries relating to BRA staff fraud should be sent 

to the 1G; those relating to all other client fraud should be sent to 

the Client Fraud Investigation Unit. 

The OOS should report monthly to the Center Directors, the 
• 

Commissioner of 1M and the BRA Administrator regarding the 

number, the percentage of and the reasons for rejected referrals by 

1M Center. 

.. _____ -------.OOiI 
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HRA responded to the issues as follows: 

"Upon receipt of your report, the Division of Income Maintenance 

Programs ("1M Progr~msll) reexamined its operating instructions to 1M personnel 

and the practices and controls of its Office of Operations Systems ("00S") as 

they relate to handling computer matches. It became ~pparent that instructions 

to 1M personnel were not as clear as they should have been., We have revised 

the instructions to insure thfit staff clearly understands its responsibility to (i) 

secure collateral verification from an employer of the amount of concealed 

income, (ii) compute the amount of. funds wrongfully obtained from public 

assistance, (iii) take recovery action by reducing public assistance payments 

where assistance continues and (iv) record clearly all of the actions connected 

with each investigation for use as evidence in possible fraud prosecutions. The 

revised instructions also make it clear that 1M staff has a responsiblity to refer 

fraud cases to the BRA Inspector General (IIInspector Generalll ) promptly and 

with as much detail as is possible.1I 

HRA did not agree with our recommendation that OOS monitor the 

referral process, but preferred an audit of match activity. We believe that 

quality control is a constant, not an intermittent, requirement, and emphasize 

the need for ongoing monitoring. OOS seems to us the logical party to perform 

this function, but 1M Management might choose to locate this function else

where. 

2. Maintenance and Referral of 1M Documents 

If the initial case review and the evaluation of the Questionnaire or 

Refund Summary shows presumptive fraud, it becomes necessary to examine 

documents from the client's PA file to locate physical evidence. According to 

the DAs and the Director of the CAD, the recording of information in public 

assistance files and the maintenance of these files have often been so 

inadequate that the documents were rendered useless as criminal evidence. 

Public assistance files and other evidence such as checks and transcripts of 

public assistance have either not been regularly transmitt~d in a prompt manner 

to the CAD and DAs or have not been locatable by 1M . 
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IMes often take up to a year to transmh PA files to the CAD, 

or fail to respond to requests for files altogether. 

With respect to P A checks and transcripts, the additional 

problem of depleted staff in relevant 1M units is reportedly 

responsib~e for·some of the delay. 

Our review of client information as forwarded by IM revealed 

that 1M personnel often improperly emtered information in . 

client files or failed to enter required information: 

Public Assistan.ce Applications and Face to Face Re

certification forms have, at times, been entered into the 

files unsigned by clients or caseworkers or have been 

simply missing from files. 

Public Assistance forms have been signed with an I1X"; 

unnotarized, or when notarized, have often not been done 

so in the presence of the client, thereby making such 

forms useless as evidence. 

Clients' oral or written notifications of changes in 

employment status and income have often not been 

entered into the clients' PA files. Appropriate budget 

alterations therefore do not take place and clients may 

later be mistakenly investigated for having concealed 

employment income. This is discovered only when 

prosecution commences, leading to much time wasted. 

Dispositions of fair hearings have not been regularly 

placed in PA files. This may cause the DA to receive an 

alleged fraud case that has already been resolved at a 

hearing. 

Communication between fraud investigation staff and other 

DSS units has been so flawed that the DAs have been advised 

by the 10 to subpoena evidence such as original P A checks and 

transcripts of public assistance from 1M to ensure the timely 

receipt of such' evidence. In the absence of a subpoena, the 
... 

DA may wait up to a year to receive documents vital for 

prosecution. 
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Recommendations: To Improve the Maintenance and Referral of 1M Documents 

o 

o 

Management must take measures to ensure the proper maintenance 

and timely referral of DSS records to investigative staff. In this 

connection, staff should be better trained in the proper processing 

and maintenance of such records. Training should include awareness 

of the function of both the 1G and the Client Fraud Investigation 

Unit, and the responsibilities of 1M staff in regard to these units. 1M 

management should establish or improve upon the arrangements for 

the designation of liaisons in relevant units of the 1M, including the 

IMCs, to be responsible for the timely transmittal of documents to 

the investigative units. Court liaison' staff stationed in the DA 

offices should make full use of such liaisons in obtaining materials 

for the DAs. 

As part of regular management ';~porting, the investigative units 

should periodically report problems in this regard to the 1M 

. Commissioner and the HRA Administrator. Each instance of a 

missing or incomplete client file should be reported, and this should 

be collected and reported monthly by 1M Center. 

o An appropriate response to limited staff resources in relevant 1M 

o 

units would be a prioritization of work and possibly an operational 

review to discover productivity improvements. It is essential that 

staffing problems not be allowed to delay the client investigation 

process. (Recent 1M procedural improvements are reported to have 

shar-ply reduced client visits and staff overwork in the 1M Centers. 

The resultant saving in staff time should obviate the problems 

reported to us during the study period.) 

P A files should be stored in locked cabinets wi th accessibility only 

to appropriate personnel. 

In response to our draft report, HRA acknowledged the existence of these 

problems but viewed them as a component of its general and enormous records 

management problem. The Administrator stated, IlWe recognize that we need 

to ta.ke another approach to records maintenance, and shortly we will test the 

use of microfilm record to replace our paper files at one 1M Center" • 

15. 

I 

..... -'c~,._.J 
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B. The Concealed Assets Division (CAD)" 

Procedural Problems Affecting the Investigation 
and Referral of Concealed Government Employment 
Fraud Cases as Conducted to Date 

16. 

Pursuant to the recent reogranization of the investigative function within 

HRA, the investigation of HRA staff fraud would remain with the IG. The 

investigation of all. client fraud (including fraud by government employees) 

would be handled by the newly created Client Fraud Investigation Unit (CFIU). 

The CAD, formerly a part of the IG1s office, is now incorporated into the CFIU. 

Our study of the CAD suggests system and procedural problems that must 

be corrected in order for both investigative units to function mor~ effectively. 

It should be noted that most of the problems we found in client fraud investiga

tion should have been addressed in the regular supervisor/investigator relation

ship. 

1. Delays in the Initiation and Completion of Criminal Investigations 

Delays in the initiation and completion of crimirial investigations have 

resulted in enormous case backlogs and consequently, in the referral to the DAs 

of many cases for which the statutes of limitations have run out. The delay and 

backlog problems can be expected to pose problems for the new unit. 

In June 1977, the backlog of pending and unassigned concealed assets cases 

in the CAD was over 15,000. As of September 1978, the backlog nad risen to 

20,961. Of these, more than ,~,OOO and as many as 7,000 are estimated to be 

concealed government employment case allegations. * According to our 

calculations, the proportion of the backlog which is made up of government 

employee cases has consistently increased each month. To an extent, the 

overall case backlog may be due to reported staff losses. The increasing back

log of high priority cases, however, is not clearly due to attrition but to 

problems in investigation methods, priorities, -etc., as described below. 

-----------------------------------------------
*The CAD does not keep recot'ds of pending cases by category of assets concealed. 
We therefore calculated the backlog of concealed government employment cases 
by taking the average percent intake of such cases, 37%, and taking that percent 
of the total backlog of all concealed assets cases. The 37% figure includes cases 
relating to non-governmental employees; however, according to a supervisor in 
the CAD, these cases make up a very small proportion of the total concealed 
employment case intake. 
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The delay in invest.igating concealed government employment cases has, 

to a large extent, resulted in non-prosecutions because statutes of limitations 

have often run prior t9 referral to the DAs. Our sample of criminal case 

dispositions by the DAs revealed that an average of 25% of the cases which 

were riot prosecuted were rejected because they were stale. * 

a) Low Output of Concealed Government Employment 
Case Investigations 6y the CAD 

The output of each investigator in the CAD averaged out to approximately 

one completed case investigation per day, regardless of the scope of 

investigative work required for the different types of concealed assets cases. In 

response to our draft, HRA reported that investigator productivity has 

increased by 14% from 1974 to 1977. However, an investigator's output still 

includes an average of only two completed concealed government emp:oyment 

cases per month. 

The low output of concealed government employment cases is 

unwarranted for two reasons: 1) this category has been high priority, and 2) the 

investigation thereof generally does not require field work or extensive 

information gathering by investigators. . Investigators generally need only 

review'and assess case information provided to them in a package consisting of 

the recipient's case records, a refund summary report from the IMC (or 

Questionnaire from OOS), an employment background report, and a bank 

clearance report. Additionally, the investigators must interview the'subject and 

write up an investigative report on the case. 

b) 'Failure to Operationalize Priorities on Concealed Government 
Employment 

In our interviews with the Director of the CAD and his staff supervisors, 

they indicated that, in general, case priorities have been made on the basis of 

their individual judgment and that formal case priorities had not been 

promulgated in writing. 

*Refer to, Section III, C of this report. 

.>,',.. ..... ~':,,' 
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Our analysis suggested that concealed government employment cases have 

not been given priority attention over other types of concealed assets cases. 

This is borne out by the investigative output of the CAD. For example, during 

the nine month period ending 'in September 1978, the average monthly referrals ' 

to the DAs of completed investigations of concealed assets cases was 332. Of 

these 52 concerned concealed government employment fraud. While 37% of the 

input into CAD related to concealed employment cases, only 15% of the output 

related to concealed government employment cases. 

Concealed government employment cases have not been adequately sifted· 

for priority status prior or subsequent to assignment for investigation. Rather, 

UI}it supervisors have routinely assigned such cases whenever the case 

background information was compiled, regardless of the seriousness or the time

period of the alleged fraud. 

In its response to our draft report, HRA indicated that indeed these cases 

were high priority and every investigator had been assigned to these cases in the 

past year. The figures quoted above, however, demonstrate that HRA's 

approach has not led to effective operationalization of the stated priority. 

c) Inefficient Investigative Reporting 

R~porting of criminal findings is generally unclear, yet redundant and 

lengthy, resulting in wasted time and effort on the part of supervisors. The 

staff and supervisors report no training in expository writing. 

d)' Failure to Ensure Timely Access of Documents 

In the past, the IO's office had written repeatedly to certain IMCs in a 

generally unsuccessful attempt to arrange for the timely delivery of P A files 

needed for investigations to proceed. Notwithstanding IM!s failure to ensure the 

prompt referral of files, there has been a lack o-f initiative by the 10's office to 

make full use of its authority and capability of securing PA documents. 
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Recommendations: 'Eo Expedite Criminal Investigations 

a) A number of investigators should specialize in and work primarily on 

concealed government employment fraud cases. (Such specializa

exists for the investigation of concealed Unemployment Insurance 

Benefits cases.) An effective division of labor should encourage 

better performance monitoring with quicker case processing, 

increased' output and greater uniformity in case reporting. Output 

should, of course, be closely monitored by unit supervisors. 

The recent separation of HRA staffs fraud from client fraud 

investigations is clearly a. useful first step in specilization of 

function. 

b) The Director of the new Client Fraud Investigation Unit and the IG 

should prom1}lgate in writing and revise as needed. guidelines 

regarding priority standards. Priorities should be based on the 

prosecutorial policies of the District Attorneys. In this connection, 

representatives of the DA offices and the HRA should meet 

regularly, under the auspices of the Deputy Mayor for Criminal 

Justice, to review case priorities and adjust as necessary. The 

recently initiated meetings with the DAs and the Deputy Mayor are 

welcomed as a promising initiative in this direction. 

To ensure the translation of announced priorities into actual 

practice by the investigative units, a unit supervisor sho.uld sift and 

categorize cases in order of importance. The following criteria may 

be appropriate: 

dollar. amounts of fraud most readily prosecuted by the DAs 

(the amount of fraud alleged may be estimated from the 

Refund Summary or Questionnaire, the employment survey 

report and the transcript of public assistance); 

approximate duration of alle~ed fraudulent activity; 

whether or not restitution or recoupment has been made; 

whether there is ~ prior record of public ~ssistance fraud; 

client appearance or failure to appear for an interview at the 

investigative unit concerning the alleged fraud . 
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A checklist 'of these or additional priority criteria should be 

distributed so that investigators may better determine which cases 

to expedite~ The Directors of the investigative units should 

regularly review the caseloads of individual investigators to ensure 

that established priorities are being applied. 

c) Investigators should be trained to write concise, clear and complete 

reports. The reporting format should be revised as proposed in the 

recomme~dations in section 2 below. 

d) 1M management should establish or improve the arrangements for 

the designation and effective use of liaisons in each IMC and in 

other relevant units of 1M, to be responsible for making documents 

promptly available to the investigative units. Investigative staff 

should go directly to the Centers when necessary to review case 

materials and make photo-copies as needed. This should .be standard 

practice with any major case. When original documents are needed 

by the District Attorneys, RRA Court Liaison staff stationed in each 

DA office should make ful~ Us(~ of 1M liaisons to obtain such 

documents. 

Problems in attaining informatiQn should be reported in the manage

ment reports of the investigative units, and regul.ar feedback on 

delayed or "unlocatable" files or documents should be provided to 

the 1M Commissioner and the RRA Administrator. 

2. Inadequate Criminal Case Report Writing 

In the course of Qur study we reviewed c,ver 800 investigative reports and 

read closely over 60 of them for content, clarity and utility. We found that 

RRA's criminal investigative reports are often incomplete, imprecise, unclear 

and disorganized, making it difficult. for prosecutorial and administrative 

agencies to act. Investigators have tended t<;1 use DSS jargon and code numbers 

in their reports when referring to DSS forms, client status and case actions. 

They often report identical infor.mation verbatim in different subdivisions of 

their reports; the resulting product is redundant and frequently confusing. 

Investigators often omit relevant information or do' not indicate that certain 

information is unavailable . 
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Recommendati,ons: To Improve Criminal Investigative Reporting* 

Investigators should be trained and given guidelines on how to write 

organized, succinct and comprehensive reports. In establishing such guidelines, 

the following points should· be considered: 

o In addition to using names rather than numbers :ror DSS forms, a 

listing indicating the names and purpose of such forms could be 

supplied to each DA office and updated periodically. 

o Reports should show clearly the progression of fraudulent activity in 

chronological order and contain all facts relevant to intent, and to 

the commission of the crime. 

o Information in the body of the report should be subdivided into 

clear-cut categories without overlapping of information between 

these categories. The conclusion of the report should not repeat 

previously stated information; rather, it should provide a synthesis 

and clarification of facts and a statement of recommended case 

action. 

o The investigative reporting format should be revised to ensure 

greater uniformity, comprehensiveness and concision. In this con

nection a preprinted form for reporting concealed government 

employment fraud should be developed on which investigators could 

fill in or check-off information which is common to all such cases. 

This: format should include the following: 

Employment information -

the name and address of the employing agency and numerical 

identifying code for City agencies; 

the borough in which the client is employed; 

-------
*Attached as Appendix H is a sample format for a standard investigation report for 
welfare fraud cases as proposed by Detective Salvatore Giunta of the Bronx District 
Attorneyts office. This format is comprehensive and would serve as a useful guide 
for HRA in its development of a reporting format. 

.' . 
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whether the agency is a City, State or Federal agency; 

the name of the person to contact for payroll information; 

the emploYlflent title of the client/employee. 

22. 

Public Assistance Information -

total period on PA and dates of fradulently obtained PA funds; 

the amount of fraud alleged; 

if the case is active, the date PA benefits were bUdgeted; 

if the case is closed, date of Closing, the closing code number' 

and the reason for closing; 

if and when recoupment was initiated, the date, issues and rate 

of recoupment; 

Referral Source -

3. 

if the case is a computer match case, the date of such match 

and the date the Refund Sum~ary or Questionnaire was re

ceived. 

Poor Quality of Criminal Case Investigations 

In our interviews with the District Attorneys, they reported that criminal 

investigative reports referred to them by the CAD generally do not meet 

prosecutorial standards. Such reports have not always been factually accurate 

or comprehensive. An inaccurate investigation may result in an injustice to the 

subject who may be erroneously suspected of fraud, .or, conversely, may thwart 

prosecution of the guilty. 

In the majority of case referrals, HRA's Court Liaison staff in the DA 

offices must check such reports against the information in PA files, must often 

conduct supplementary work involving the gathering of additional evidence to 

determine if, in fact, fraud was committed, and must recompute the claims for 

fraud. All of this work should have been performed prior to referral to the DA 

offices. Our review of criminal case'dispositions disclosed that 74% of the 

cases which were not prosecuted were rejected largely because of inadequate 

referrals, i.e., insufficient evidence of fraud, expired statutes of limitations, 
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and problems in the computation of claims for fraud.* This happened even 

though these reports passed through the CAD supervisors and the Director of 

the unit. Many of the rejections were made by the HRA's Court Liaison staff 

stationed in the DA offices. Their criteria for case review and those of the DAs 

should certainly be available to the Directors of the investigative units. 

a) Insufficient Criminal Evidence Developed and/or Reported 

HRA's investigative reporting format calls for detailed information 

arranged W1der such categories as "Misrepresentations & Concealmentslf , 

flAdmissions ll , "Computation of Claims" etc. However, our review of 

investigative report content and our discussions with the DAs indicated that 

CAD investigators often neglect to gather, develop and/or report admissable, 

competent or persuasive evidence to support a criminal case. Examples of this 

include: 

o Showing proof that a client failed to report certain employ

ment information, but not going further to indicate evidence 

of cIient1s intent to commit the crime ~f larceny by misrepre

sentation or concealment, i.e., client's misrepresentations or 

omissions on Public Assistance Applications or Face to Face 

Recertification forms, or in written or oral statements made 

to 11:11 personnel or to investigators. 

o During the interview with the client, failing to question clients 

or request documentation from clients relevant to the 

commission of the crime. Questions most frequently omitted 

include: 

bid the client sign 1M forms or make statements on other 
relevant documents which are not available to the 
investigator? 

------------------------
*Refer to Section III, C of this report for criminal case dispositions. It should be 
noted that in some of these instances, cases were rejected for prosecution because 
of individual prosecutorial policies and standards of the DAs. Notwithstanding this, 
a large part of the problem rests with the investigative process as it has been 
operating. 

"" 
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Was the information client supplied true at the time such 
forms were signed or such statements were made? 

Were there any misunderstandings on the part of client 
while entering such statements? 

Was the client employed during the alleged period of 
fraud; where, under w~at title, and at what salary? 

When did the client initially apply for PA and for re
certifications of need for P A? 

When and to whom did the client intentionally 
misrepresent hiS/her employment situation? 

How, when and to whom did client disclose his/her 
employment? 

Failing to gather exculpatory proof from clients, i.e., copies of 

letters client may have written to the 1M to notify the agency 

of employment. (Consequently, after a client is arrested and 

brought to court, the DA may be confronted with the client's 

proof of notification of employment.) 

Failing to explain what admissions, if any, were made by 

clients, how such admissions bear on their criminal intent, and 

whether statements made at the interview conflict with prior 

oral or written statements made to the investigator or other 

HRA staff, as may be noted in the client's PA file. 

Failing to obtain proof of client's identity, i.e., originals or 

photocopies of P A or employment photo identification cards, 

or original handwriting exemplars. 

HRA has responded that, "This responsibility may best be left 

with the District Attorneys who are able to request or 

subpoena such information as needed." 

Referring investigative reports to the DA indicating that the 

client's whereabouts are unknown. (If the client is employed, 

an address should be obtainable from the employing agency.) 
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Neglecting to state precisely the evidence on which claims of 

fraud are based and whether partial evidence and suppositions 

are relied on.' In this connection, an investigator may make a 

claim' of fraud on the basis that there is no indication in 

client's PA file that client reported employment income, but 

the investigator may fail to mention the fact that the file does 

not contain all relevant records needed as proof for the entire 

period for which fraud is claimed. 

o Failing to supply sufficient evidence of client's employment or 

names of witnesses who can attest to such employment. 

o Not indicating the names of witnesses available to testify 

regarding client's misrepresentations or concealments. 

o Not ensuring that PA checks for the period of alleged fraud 

are available. (Original PA checks are needed for pre-trial 

hearings.) 

o Not clearly distinguishing a criminal claim, where there is 

proof of intent to misrepresent employment information, from 

a civil claim, where there is no proof of criminal intent and/or 

there are indications that public assistance overpayment is due 

to administrative error. 

o Computations of claims are often inaccurate or unclear. 

Examples of deficiencies noted in such computations include: 

The amount of fraud claimed may be based on 

estimations of client's income from E!mployment and 

public assistance without adjustments for interim 

changes in client's employment and PA status during the 

period. 

The claim of fraud may include a period for which the 

statute of limitations has run out when the case is re

ferred for prosecution. 

Claims often are not precisely itemized or explained. 
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In HRA's response it is stated that "HRA, in differentiating between fraud 

and non-fraud, makes a clear attempt to distinguish a criminal claim. In 

computing the dollar a~ount of claims against clients, I note that our claims 

are based upon a composite of criminal and civil overpayments of public 

assistance, which is indicated under the heading "Computation of Claims". For 

those District Attorneys who continue to have a problem understanding our 

claim computations, we have liaison workers located in the respective District 

A ttorneys' offices who can supply all necessary explanations." 

Our review of HRA's investigative reports, we believe, supports our state

ments that claims are not clearly presentedo Criminal claims as well as other 

evidence should be adequately developed and reported by investigators in the 

case reports sent to the DAs. This would obviate the need for Court Liaison 

staff in the DA offices to duplicate this effort, and would facilitate the 

processing of cases. 

b) Lack of an Investigative Manual 

There is no comprehensive written investigative manual in use in the 

CAD, or available for the proposed Client Fraud Investigation Unit. 

Investigators have relied on a collection of loose sheets of instructions, many of 

which are outdated. Consequently, the scope of work completed among 

investigators lacks uniformity. 
di"', ..... -:o:n-. 

In response to our draft, BRA's Administrator indicated that a project to 

develop such a manual had been initiated but was later suspended. "I will 

request that OIG, together with the Bureau of Client Fraud Investigations and 

the Office of Legal Affairs, revive the project and see it through completion." 

c) Lack of Supervision and Training 

Training and supervision of investigative staff have been inadequate. This 

is reflected in the poor quality of reports as descdbed above. Training consists 

of sporadic on-the-job training by unit supervisors. 

All of the preceding findings point to an apparent widespread failure of 

supervision, since the reports are reviewed by supervisors, the priorities are set 

by t~em, and the inter-unit communication issues are their responsibility. 

... ~ 
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d) Failure.to Monitor Results of Investigative Work 

Neither the Inspector General nor the Director of the CAD has regularly 

reviewed or monitored the DA reports of prbsecutorial actions or the problems 

found' in CAD investigations. Consequently, there is no measurement of work

effectiveness, and no prioritizing of case investigations and referrals based on 

changing DA needs and policies. Investigators are not kept informed.as to how 

their individual cases' are disposed of by the DA. 

Recommendations: To Improve Reporting of Fraud 

Since the fundamental product of the newly created Client Fraud 

Investigation Unit will be fraud reports, attention to these issues can be 

expected to be pivotal in, the success of the new program. 

a) 

o 

Evidence 

Super1.Tisory staff should review investigative reports for accuracy, 

sufficiency of 'criminal evidence and dates oLstatutes of limitations 

to determine those reports to be sent directly to the DAs, those 

requiring further documentation or investigation, and those to be 

referred only for recoupment or restitution through civil action. 

o Those cases which are considered appropriate for referral to the 

DAs should be screened by a supervisory staff memb~r who has 

o 

knowledge of criminal law, and who can make appropriate case 

determinations in accordance with the prosecutorial standards and 

priorities of the DAs. (Once staff training and supervision are 

upgraded substantially, this requirement may become superfluous.) 

The evidence file sent to a DA should be comprehensive so that the 

DA can assess the nature, quality and sufficiency of the available 

evidence. In this connection, all available evidence as well as the . 
unavailability of relevant information should be noted in the in-

vestigative report. The evidence file should include, but not be 

limited to, the following: 

identifying information on client, i.e., an employment or PA 

photo identification card (original or copy), and a signed 

statement by the client indicating that he/she is the subject of 

the investigation; 
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copies of !ill documents pertaining to the alleged fraud; 

copies of PA checks cashed or statements as to the availability 

of the checks, as well as corroborative evidence such as 

client's confession or handwriting exemplars showing that the 

checks were cB;shed by client/defendant; 

copies of client's employment records or a~fidavits signed by 

the employer; 

transcripts of interview statements signed by client and 

witnesses thereto; 

copies of any documents supplied by client regarding client's 

culpability or lack thereof; 

copies of Fair Hearing dispositions, if applicable. 

In those instances in which HRA investigators are unable to obtain 

needed evidence, management in the investigative units should 

arrange with DAs for assistance, including the possible use of DA 

subpoena powers. HRA, however, should make every effort to 

obtain evidence independently where possible. 

In their interviews with clients, investigators should do the 

following: 

recreate the facts of the alleged crime and ask questions 

relating to the crime; 

transcribe the client's statements and have client sign the 

transcript in the presence of a witness; 

indicate how the client was identified as the offender. 

Fraud claims should be accurately and clearly presented so that they 

may be understood by all entities receiving the investigative reports, 

i.e., the Income Maintenance Centers, the District Attorneys, and 

the employing agencies. Fraud claims should be computed and 

presented as follows: 

When incentive allowances are applicable, the true claim of 

fraud should be computed as the difference between the 

amount of PA the client would have been entitled to had such 

incentives been budgeted in his grant, arid the total amount of 

'PA received during the period in which employment was 

concealed. The following formula should be used: 

1) PA received + Net Wage = Total Income (A) 

2) Net Wage - BudgetablA Income = PA Entitlement (B) 

3) (A)-(B) = Fraud Claim 
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Computations should be broken down by 6 month periods to 

correspond with public assistance recertifications of need. 

Concealments and misrepresentations should be documented 

for each such 6 month period. , 

Cr.iminal claims should be computed separately from civil 

claims. 

b) Investigati ve Guidelines 

o In compilirig an investigative manual, HRA should ensure that the 

following information is included: 

the nature and scope of investigative work to be completed for 

criminal, administrative and civil referrals, with checklists 

containing information to be reviewed in order of importance; 

methods to be used for gath,ering and developing criminal 

evidence; 

policies for prioritizing cases with checklists containint, 

criteria for determining important cases; 

current Departmental rules and regulations, and State and City 

laws and regulations relating to welfare investigations and 

referrals; 

current Departmental policies and procedures for processing 

actions on P A clients. 

c) Staff Training and Supervision 

o Training programs with special emphasis on methods for gathering 

and developing evidence should be conducted for investigative and 

supervisory staff. Input from the DAs and HRArs Office of Legal 

Affairs would be essenti~l. Investigators might be assigned to work 

in the fraud unit of a DNs office for a month as part of training. An 

exchange program among offices could be arranged ... ·nereby 

investigators would rotate duties with Court Liaison staff. 

I 

j 
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Inv~stigative work must be adequately supervised· and the super

vision itself must be closely monitored. 

Investigative reports which do not meet established standards should 

be returned" to the responsible investigator for further review. 

Reports should be forwarded to the DAs only when they meet DA 

and HRA requirements. Internal management reports should track 

how many "acceptable" reports ::<ic: produced by each worker and 

each supervisory unit. The percentage of cases rejected by the DAs 

should be similarly tracked and reported. The directors and 

supervisors of the client fraud investigation units should use these 

reports in their supervision of investigative work. Further, for those 

cases rejected by the DAs, analysis should be made of the reasons 

given. This analysis will be useful in supervision and in training, and 

will also provide a check on each DA's operating policies. As 

investigative' work improves, DAs should become more willing to 

prosecute and the percentage of cases rejected should diminish. If it 

does _'1ot, then the analysis of rejections should provide an agenda 

item for a meeting with appropriate DAs in order to reach better 

agreement on prosecution policy. 

It is critical that first line supervisors of the investigative units be 

trained and become more attentive to prosecu,torial policies, 

relevant laws and DSS (including 1M) forms and procedures. 

Monitoring Effectiveness of Investigations 

Supervisors should receive and systematically review summaries of 

the final disposition of case referrals (in the courts and employing 

agencies, and in the collection function) in order to monitor the 

effectiveness of case investigation and preparation. Such a review 

would help to detect problems in investigative work which result in 

case rejections, and aid in the establishment of case priorities. 

A summary and assessment of findings pursuant to such reviews 

should be included in HRA's Management Plan and Report system. 

.~. . 
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The Court Liaison Unit should prepare and publish monthly 

Gummaries of case dispositions to include the following information 

broken down by investigator: the number of prosecutions, the 

number of rejections and the reasons for such rejections. 
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C. District Attorneys, City Employing Agencies and the Human Resources 
Administration 

Problems in Disposition of Cases: Criminal 
Prosecution, Employee Discipline, and 
Restitution 

1. Criminal Prosecution 

Our review of the criminal dispositions of 161 cases of alleged concealed 

employment fraud referred to the District Attorneys by the CAD in a three

month period ending March 1976* indicates the following: 

o Approximately 35% of the cases referred were the subject of 

prosecutions although this percentage varied among the five 

counties, ranging from more than 50% in one county to none in 

another. 

o The remaining 65% of the cases were not criminally prosecuted for 

the following reasons: 

28%, smail amount of fraud claim; 

25%, time-barred by the statute of limitations; 

20%, insufficient criminal evidence; 

20%, restitution or recoupment actions were initiated or 

completed; 

6%, subjects were not locatable; 

1 %, administrative error by BRA .. 

There are numerous variables involved in the decision of whether or not 

to initiate prosecution. Each of the DAs makes that decision on a case-by-case 

basis and attaches different weights to the variables. This is to be understood, 

given the constitutional independence of the offices, varying constituencies and 

somewhat differing prosecution priority philosophies. Uniformity among the 

DAs in the exercise of this function is neither possible nor appropriate. What is 

possible is for each DA to communicate his requirements to BRA so that BRA 

can supply the DAs with the objective information needed for prosecutorial 

decisions. This includes: 

. *Statistics oncriminaldispositions were extrapolated from DA records by HRA 
Cou~t Liaison staff. The 1976 statistics were chosen because ultimate disposition 
can require months. or even years. Data for one DA office cover a three-month 
period ending July 1976. 
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The dollar amount of the fraud. Because our study showed a 

far greater likelihood of criminal prosecution if the total 

amount of money exceeded the $250 threshhold that separates 

a felony and a misdemeanor, it would appear that HRA 

normally -would need to make a detai~ed investigation of cases 

referred only where the amount of money, involved is more 

than $250. The law does 'not require that every referral be 

thoroughly investigated. 

Whether the individual holds a government job and what it is. 

The amount of time that has passed between the date of the 

fraud and referral and reasons for any substantial delay. 

The individual's prior history with HRA (whether there have 

been prior frauds by the individual). 

The individual's personal and family condition. 

Whether restitution or recoupment 'has been made or initiated. 

The nature and quality of the evidence. 

The presence or absence of n~gligence or wrongdoing by public 

agencies or employees. 

HRA is under a legal mandate to refer to the District Attorneys all cases 

in which it believes fraud has been committed. Social Sp.rvices Regulation 

20.34, Part 348.2, provides that BRA is required to: 

(a) make an agreement with the appropriate District 
Attorney or other prosecuting official establishing 
the procedures for referral to such officials of all 
cases wherein reasonable grounds exist to believe 
that fraud was comrmtted and (5) hIe WIth the depart
ment a copy or statement of the agreement with the 
prosecuting official. (emphasis added) 

Many of those cases, experience shows, will be evaluated as not meriting 

criminal prosecution due to one or more of the above considerations. BRA does 

not, of course, have the authority to make that decision for the prosecutor. It 

may happen, however, that professional investigation by BRA on the basis of 

the foregoing factors will lead to the conclusion in some marginal cases that no 

reasonable grounds exist to believe that fraud was committed. HRA and the 

DAs are encouraged to reach some ul}derstanding of what that threshhold of 

belief is in order to eliminate unnecessary referrals. 
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, Recommendations: 

o . The quality of the HRA investigations should be improved so that 

referrals are bas~d on competent and reliable evidence. To this end 

it is laudable that HRA has consolidated welfare fraud investigations 

under a, professional staff headed by a formtJr assistant district 

attorney, and is taking steps to train investigative staff. 

o The DAs should, to the maximum extent possible, formulate in-house 

guidelines of prosecution standards and policies and communicate' 

them to HRA. This presumably, would improve the quality of 

referrals. The recently initiated meetings among HRA, the Deputy 

Mayor for Criminal Justice, and DAs should prove valuable to HRA 

in achieving a clear understanding with each of the DAs on their 

need and priorities. 

These parties should meet regularly to discuss their common 

problems and needs with the objective of establishing policies and 

procedures for the efficient and effective processing of welfare 

fraud cases, within the framework of the recognized, inheren~ and 

unquestioned authority of each prosecutor to exercise full 

prosecutorial discretion. 

o HRA should begin immediately to communicate the vital 

information each of the DAs needs, as outlined above j in order to 

make prosecutorial decisions. 

o Effective prosecution of welfare fraud cases requires close coopera

tion between HRA and the DAs. In addition to assigning Court 

Liaison staff to each DA office, HRA could assign its police

investigators to those DA offices in which there are a large number 

of cases to assist in post-referral field investigations and other trial 

preparation aspects of cases. 

As mentioned in Section III, C of this report, 1M management should 

establish or improve the 'arrangements for the designation and 

effective use of liaisons to be responsible for promptly referring 

public assistance documents to the DAsthrough Court Liaison staff. 
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In instances in which HRA is unable to obtain evidence on cases, the 

DAs should provide assistance, including the use of their subpoena 

power when appropriate. 

2. Employee Discipline 

Table A, which follows, reflects dispositions by City agencies, as of 

September, 1978 on ,805 cases of alleged PA fraud regarding their employees . 
. 

These cases were referred to the agencies during a 29 month period ending in 

May, 1977. 

Our evaluation of action taken reveals that agencies have neither con

ducted timely administrative reviews of, nor applied strong or uniform penalties 

to, offender employees. Much of the problem has been a misunderstanding of, 

or a failure to discipline such offenders in accordance with, relevant laws and 

regulations including New York State Civil Service Law, Section 75; New York 

City Charter, Section 1116; and Executive Order #16. While in the past the 

Department of Investigation sent letters to agencies explaining these laws and 

regulations, and suggesting guidelines for the proper discipline of offender 

employees, most agencies did not act appropriately. Further, the disciplinary 

measures that were taken were often ineffective. 

We found that the initiation and conclusion of disciplinary proceedings 

have been slow, in some instances taking over a year to resolve. Of the 805 

cases referred, 276 were deemed relevant for disciplinary consideration by the 

agencies. Of these, only 52, or 19%, were disciplined in some manner: 26, or 

8.5%, by suspension, probation and/or fine; 22, or 8%, by dismissal; and 4, or 

1.5%, by official reprimand. Generally, agencies did require offenders retained 

in employment to make some restitution under threat of dismissal or other 

adminstrative action. Several agencies went so far as to deduct monies from 

their employees, per mutual agreement, and transmit the monies to HRA. Most 

agencies did not monitor restitution, even if it had been a condition of 

continued employment. 

In 100 cases, or 36% of the total, in which employees were making restitu

tion or had fully completed restitution, the agencies viewed such action as 

sufficient penalty. In 9, or 3% of the cases, empl,oyees resigned in lieu of 

discipline. 
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TABLE A 

DISCIPLINARY STATUS/DISPOSITION 
BY CITY AGENCY 

September, 1978 

HE: THEIR EMPLOYEES SUSPECTED OF PUBLIC ASSISTAl.'TCE FRAUD* , 
DUE TO CONCEALHENT OF ENPLOn1ENT INCOME 

DISCIPLINARY STATUS/DISPOSITION CITY-\'lIDE 
IDTAIS 

#/% 

35. (u) 

• A. TOI'AL l\JlJ1\'iBER OF CASES BY AGENCY 805 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

B. 

C. 

D 

DISCIPLINA.,.-qy ACrrrON NOT CALlED FeR OR NOT FE.LtSIBIE 
(agency reply indicates no corroboration of fraud; adDinistrative 
error by BRA; err,ployee resigned or was te:r'ITdnated prior to referral 
or adrnL'1.istrative action, or referral wade to 1'1Tong agency). 

CASES OF POSSIBLE FRATJD BY AC'ITV t, Ei'''IPLOYEES 

DISCIPLn~fu-qy ACTIO~ 1~x&~ AS REPORTED BY AG2~CY 

a) Suspension, Probation and/or Fine (most agencies additiordlly 
stipulate dismissal if restitution is not rrade). 

b) Official Reprimand (restitution generally required) 

c) Dismissal 

529 

_ 52/19% 
(26/8.5% 

.. ~ . . . . 
( 4/1. 5% 

(22/8%) 
---------------------------~--------+t_- ---.. ----

E. Action in Lieu of Discipline 

F. 

G. 

a) Resignation 

b) Restitution Required or Implemented 

No Disciplinary Action Taken 

(includes cases where agency deterrni.Yled that mitigating 
cir:C'l1.11.stBJ1CeS exist or 'A'here agency failed to act due to 
lack of pros~cution by District Attorneys) 

Disciplinary Hearing or Action Pending 

* As determ~ned by the BRA IG after initial disclosure through 
computer matches - January 1975 to May 1977. 

-,~--,." ---_. ----'------" --_.,_._----_...:.:.:.=--

109/39% 
(9/3%) 
(lOC/36%) 

104/38% 

11/4% 
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In many instances, agencies justified their lack of action by asserting that 

the alleged misconduct is not within their jurisdiction, since it involves 

misrepresentation made to an agency (HRA) other than the employing agency. 

Some agencies viewed the responsibility of dealing with these offenders as being 

sol~ly within the jurisdiction of HRA, and regarded HRA's immediate corrective 

action as sufficient, i.e., rebudgeting of client's PA grant and collection of 

defrauded monies. * . 

In view of the problems in disciplinary policy and procedure, the 

Department of Investigation has worked with the Mayor's office to establish 

clear guidelines regarding the proper disciplinary handling of City em ployee P A 

offenders. As a result of this effort, Mayor Koch issued a memorandum** to 

agencies establishing a City-wide policy to ensure proper, vigorous, and uniform 

application of penalties !o proven offenders. The Departm·"3nt of Investigation 

followed up the memorandum with a letter to agency heads*** and their IGs, 

and to the Administrator of HRA **** defining their respective responsibilities. 

Recommendations: 

o Agencies, having been given clear and detailed instructions, must 

now follow them. 

o The Department of Investigation shall monitor the agencies to 

determine compliance with Mayoral policy, and shall r~port to the 

Mayor periodically on the status and disposition of cases by agency. 

*The collections function in HRA has been ineffective, as described in section 3 
below. 

**Refer to Appendix A 

***Refer to Appendices D and F 

****Refer to Appendix E 

" . 
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3. Restitution 

The Collections Unit of the HRA Office of Legal Affairs reported to us 

that it was not pursuing collections via civil action even when restitution had 

been ordered by the Criminal Courts. Such inaction has been due partly to 

pending litigation regarding possible violations of' due process in taking 

Confessions of Judgment* from alleged <;>ffenders. The' primary problem, 

however, was reported to be significant understaffing of the unit. Only one 

professional has been charged with the responsibility for collections on all fraud 

accounts. The result has been that t06 few recipient/employees are required to 

make restitution, and there is no follow-up on those who agree but later 

default. 

The collection of PA overpayments is the mandate and sole responsibility 

. of HRA. Upon filing Confessions of Judgment with the Supreme Court, HRA 

has the legal right to collect monies due, including the right to seek garnish

ment of the offender recipients' wages or other income. Since the total amount 

of overpayments is in the millions of dollars, use of all available means would 

seem warranted. City or any other agencies should not have to assume this 

responsibility because of HRA's inability or unwillingness to collect. 

Controversy over the procedures used in the past in taking Confessions of 

Judgment has been a factor impeding employee discipline. The New York City 

Civil Service Commission recently reversed on appeal two employee dismissals 

by a City agency. Although the Commission affirmed the agency's finding of 

guilt in ~hese cases, it ruled that dismissal was unjustified based on the fact 

that the employee offenders had signed Confessions of Judgment as well as 

Promises to Pay (restitution· agreements) prior to the initiation of 

administrative proceedings. The Commission implied that the employees were 

led to believe that their signing of such agreements would preclude criminal 

prosecution and/or employee discipline • 

* A Confession of Judgment, when signed by an individual, is aXI admission of 
civil wrongdoing, i.e., the receipt of monies not entitled to. It is not, however, 
an admission of criminal wrongdoing, i.e·., the intention to defraud. Confessions 
of Judgment may be taken by HRA staff independent of, or pursuant to, orders 
by the Criminal Courts. Judgments become legally enforceable when filed with 
the Supreme Court . 

\ 
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Recommendations: 

The following recommendations were proposed to the HRA Administrator 

by the Commissioner of the Department of Investigation in his letter of October 

26, 1978 (Appendix E) . 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Considering the importance of the Collection Unit's function in 

recovering subs~antial dollar amounts due the City, HRA should give 

high priority attention to reorganizing and restaffing this unit to 

make it viable. The cost/benefit ratio of this function should meet 

Mayoral and Office of Managment and Budget criteria for hiring. 

HRA's Administrator responded, "We also agree with ·your findings 

that our process of collecting from recipients who have been ordered 

by a court or voluntarily agreed to make restitution needs improve

ment. We have added temporary manpower to the Collections Unit 

in the Office of Legal Affairs to facilitate computerization of an 

accounts receivable system which should eliminate the in-house 

collection problem." 

All available means for achieving restitution should be pursued. 

Pending resolution of current' litigation, HRA should continue 

obtaining Confessions of Judgment, at least in those'cases which are 

Court orqered. 

HRA's Administrator stated that, "Where we do not receive 

payments, we will take civil action to enforce judgments or 

agreements that have been made.1I 

Confessions of Judgment and Promise to Pay forrJs should be 

amended to' include a clause which indicates that the signing of such 

documents will not preclude the possibility of criminal and/or 

disciplinary action. 

It is essential that the Collections Unit inform the HRA IG and CFIU 

of restitution made or defaults in such payments by City employee 

offenders, so that these investigative units may in turn notify the 

employing agencies and the District Attorneys for any further action 

they may deem a!?propriate. 
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. " " 

HRA responded. It ••• we have modified the forms of Confessions of 

Judgment and Promises to Pay to provide notice to offenders that 

such agreements do not preclude the possiblity of criminal and/or 

disciplinary action. We are now in agreement with your office that, 

given the notice provided in such forms, we" no longer need await the 

start of administrative proceedings before takirig Confessions of 

Judgment and Promises to Pay. We will, of course, maintain close 

liaison with the Inspectors General of other City agencies and with 

the District Attorneys in taking Confessions of Judgment and 

Promises to Pay." 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the large number of suspected offenders initially identified by 

computer matches, the case follow-up process has been largely ineffective. 

This is demonstrated most· clearly by two key findings: first, of those 

individuals targeted by the computer match procedure, only a fraction are 

correctly referred and properly investigated for fraud; second, of those which 

are criminally investigated and are alleged to have committed fraud, only a 

small percentage are either prosecuted or disciplined. Unless modified, the 

system will not provide any meaningful deterrent against future, similar 

conduct. 

In summary, our study shows that management in all entities involved in 

the process has not until recently given sufficient attention to dealing 

effectively with this high priority category of City employee misconduct. The 

problem has been aggravated by poor coordination of effort among such 

entities, i:e., the Human Resources Administration, the District Attorneys and 

City employing agencies. Our findings are supported by those of other studies 

previously conducted at both State and City levels.* 

Recent initiatives by BRA to redesign the client investigation structure 

and to increase coordination with the DAs should improve matters. The Mayor1s 

recent memorandum** to City agency heads mandating attention to these cases 

should also help greatly. An effective process, however, will depend on correct

ing the system problems described in this report. HRATs response to our draft 

demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of the problems, and as mentioned 

in the relevant sections of this report, BRA has taken several initiatives to 

improve the process. 

Of course, more efforts should be made to prevent frauds in the first 

place. In this connection, HRA has recently instituted a front-end control 

system in which the names and social security numbers of new City hires are 

computer-matched against City public assistance rolls to identify recipients 

whose grants are not budgeted for employment income, and to rebudget their 

grants appropriately • 

*Appendlx B of this report contains a listing of relevant audits and reports of 
~Vllich we are aware. 

**Appendix A of this report contains a copy of the Mayor's memorandum . 
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THE CITY ~F NE.:W YOfiK 
OFFICE OF THE f.1AYOR 

NEW Yo FlI<, N: Y. 10007 

HEHORANDUH 

October 13, 1978 

All Agency Heads 

Hayor Ec1\vard I. Koch 

SUBJECT: Public Assistance Fraud 

----------------------~-----------------------------------

I want to reinforce, by direct communication to 
you, my concern that agency heads ensure the properly 
vigorous and uniform application of s2:letions to any City 
employee \',':10 engages in fr.:ludulent or other eorru?t .J.eti
vi ties in oreer to obtain payrr.2nts illegally from the 
public 2ssistance system. 

Since 1975, the Nell York City Hu..-n2n Resources 
}I.droinistratio~1 (11. R.A.) has been sys tenl3.tically conduct
ing co;n?uter cross-checks of the names ar::c1 social s2cl:ri ty 
numbers vi'persons on both public assistance rolls and 
City payrolls to identiiy possible fraud by City employees 
who obtain pubJ.ic a!:;sistance funds by concealing c!7:?loy-

. ment inco~c. Individuals thus identiiiad have'been in
vestiga tc-:J by the 11. n .J'.. Office of I nCO:-:1C A,li.lintenance and 
the 11.R.A. Inspector General. Investigation rsports on 
those indi vic:uals alleged to h.:tve C011'2,1i ttcd fr.J.ud !1ct"8' 
been referred by that office to the approprl2tc District 
Attorney for possible crirnin.J.l pros8cuticD, and to·~hQ 
DC::P2rt;';:c~;t of I;1VC.stig.::l ticn for rc::vio'.1 and t.r0.n::.;::1i t tal of 
.c~lse J.:cports to appr~pri.J.te City .3.gencic;s for possible. 
employee c~isciplinc or other ac1minis tra ti ve cction. 

In monitoring the administrative dispositiGns 
of public ass.Ls ta.ncc..:: fr;wd Co.::':8S by the employ inc; 
agencies during 197G and 1977 ,the Depc:~t!:102nt of investi
I)ation hu.s found th,(t only a :.;rr.:tll pc::rcent£l.gc o·r such 
cnscs had been subjected to discipline in any manner \vi1u1:.
soever. Due to the ineffectiveness of admini:..;tr<ttiv8 

APPENDIX A (1) .. 
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Si;lhctions, the Department of Invc'stig<:l tion will be send
ing to <1gency Inspectors General lists of those individu<:lls 
previously referred to them for whom no administrative dis- '. 
positions wer~ reportc:u L?Y th<lt dep<lrtiTIent. The Inspectors 
Geneial' will be rc~uQsted to report to the Department of 
Investigation on \·,r.!1i3.t action, if any ~ hu.s been taken on 
those inuividu<lls to d<lte. 

Hereafter, investiY<ltion reports of City employee 
public assist<1nce fraud prepared by the R.R.A. Inspector 
General's office ,-,ill continue to be referred to the app'ro
priate District '1ttorney. The H.R.A. reports should be . 
sent simult<1Dcously to the Inspectors General for agencies 
in \vhich employees to be investigated are located. The 
agency IllSp;C!ctor General sh<1l1 maintai:l records of <111 pro
secutorial or adr:tinistrative actions subsequently t.:lken, 
and shall syst~~atic<llly report the same to the Depart~ent 
of Investigation I ,-:hich shall in turn report periodically 
to me on these cases. 

In taking these steps I want to make it clear 
~hat whether or not criminal prosecution has'been com
menced or concluded successfullY in a given case, public 
assistance fraud <lnd related offenses constitute grounds 
for administrative charges against an er.1ployee. "Jhere 
such chzu:-ges are pro ..... en ag~ins t an employee at a formal 
dis.ciplinary hearing and t~e amount o,f fraud cO:1stitutcs 
what would be a felony if successfully prosecuted ($250 
or more) I dismissal from government service is a reason
clble and ap}?ropriate penalty, absent mitigating circum
,stances. Hrwrc mitigating circuDstanccs exist, lesser 
discioline such as suspension l orobation or othe~ ~erialtv 
is -ap~ropriate. I als; believe-that we should att;mpt t~ 
reguire :o:e5ti tution in all cases. !IO\'.'Cver I in light of 
recent Nm..: York City Civil Se:cviceConunission rulings, 
claims for restitution should only be made concurrently 
with, and not before, the initiation of any disciplinary 
proceedings. 

For the puX";?oses of monitoring compliance with 
the above, agency disposition reports submitted to the 
Department of Invbstigation should cont~in a full cxpl<ln3-
~ion of mitigating circu~stanccs In cases where an em
ployee is retained d~spite 8ubstQntiation of £r~ud charges. 
l"urthcrr.lore I agency Inspcctol"j GC!ne~al should lnuke .:;.,tran·gc
ments \vJ. th the 11. R .1\. rn~;pector Gcncrl11. for a ttempting to 
assureth~t restitution lS made. 

Finally, I 
misunderstood points 
discipline by ag-::mcy 

.' .-

wo~ld like to emphasize two frequently 
concernimr the l.nitiation of formal 

.' 
hcud~.:; in ru])lic assistance cases. 

APPENDIX A (2) 
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First, it does not rna tter \vhether criminal ·char;\.:!s have 
been brought; the ac~inistrative hearing can and should 
proceed. ~here ctiminal charges have been brought but 
proceedings have not been concluded, the agency should 
notify the District Attorney who has initiated the 
criminal Chll.r:gC!J of its intL!lltion to 'l?rocced witn an ad.
ministrative hearing and should proceed with its hearing 
unless pro~?tly requested in writing not to do so by the 
.District Attorney's office. Second, it should make no 
difference \vhether rJ.n alleged fraud was conunl. tted ugainst 
th~ employing agency or against another government agency, 
i.eo r the Human Resources A~~inlstration. An alleged 
fraud aga.inst the City is a compelll.ng reason for the em
ploying agency to bring administrrJ.tive charges against 
its employee. 

." 

.. 

. . 

. ~" . 
• 
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REPORTS RELATING TO THE HANDLING "OF 
"PUBLIC ASSISTANCE RECIPIENT/GOVERNHENT EHPLOYEE'! FRAUD 

BY THE HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION 
. -

Audit Report on Concealment of Emplovment Income By Public 
Assistance Recipients, New York City Department of Social 
Services; Report No. NYC-9-74, Office of the Comptroller, 
State of New York. 

Supplemental Audit Report on Concealment of"Emni;yment Inccime 
]!x Public Assistance Reci"?ients, "Nev, York City Department 
of Social Services; Report No. NYC-2l-74, Office of the 
Comptroller, State of" New York . 

Audit Report on the Concealment of Emplovment Income by 
Public Assistance Recipients EDPlovedbv the New York City 
Health and Hospitals Corporation, New York Cicy Hunan 

. Resources Administration; Report ~o. NYC-38-74, Office of 
the Comptroller, State of New York. 

Report on Fraud by Public Assistance Clients Who Conceal 
Assets, New York City Ruman Resources Administration; 
Report No. NYC-26-75, Office of the Comptroller, City 
of New York. 

Report of the Sp~cially Emvanelled Third Additional Grand 
Jury of Queens County of the ~ovebber 1976 Term on the 
Investigation of the New York City Welfare SYstem, 
Queens County District Attorney. 

~oncealment of Employment Income, Report No. NYC-6-77, 
Office of the Comptroller, State of New York . 

. Economi~ Develo~ment Council Study of the liRA Inspector 
General's Office, Economic Development Council of NYC, 
Inc., June 17,1977. 

"Report on Welfare Fraud,l1 Bronx District Attorney," presented 
at' a welfare fraud meeting under the auspices, of the United 
States Depart~ent of Health, Education and Welfare on 
July 15, 1977 • 
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DEPARTlvfENT OF INVESTIGATION 

130. JOHN .STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038 

Telephone: 825·5900 

NICHOLAS SCOPPETTA 
.,_........ Commissioner 

Stanley N. Lupkin 
Joseph T. },lC Gough Jr. 

Deputy Commissioners 

Bruce Brenner 

Direct Dial Number 825-

Office of Operations & Su~POrt 
NYC .!iUffi3..T1 Resources Act7ri.nlsTration 
250 Church Street, 4th. floor, Room 439 
New York, N.Y. 10013 

Dear Bruce: 

Nove~r 23, 1977 

The attached merrora'1dLUIl surr.:n3.!"'izes, in r'ough, OUr' meeting with you on 
NovenJber '18, 1977 relev2.L"'1t to' yoUr' office I s role in the computel' IT'.3.tcr.es 
of City errployees on He:i.far>e rolls. 

Please inform us T,olhether or not your recollection of the points therein 
slUI]1IBI'ized square with ours. 

Thanks .. again for yoUr' continued cooperation in OUr' study of the system. 

In Reply Refer To 

Sincerely, . 

APPENDIX C (1) 

C0r1r-~~~ 
Chrystyna Obus~kevich 
Analyst 
Bureau of M3.nagement Review 
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:Ilf.et~ DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION 
CJf3!:.r~~"!P ,: 130 JOH>! STREET, "EW YORK, N. y, 100" 

. 
f8'A. Te0Y;~!I-r~ ~~o.-~ T'!'phon" 825·5900 

J.. 'tic /ill! lOl:''v Direct Dial Number 825-

NICHOLAS SCOPPETT A 
Commissioner 

Stanley N. Lupkin 
Joseph T. McGough Jr. 

Dep:.ty Commissioners 

MEMOF,ANDUM Nov~riber 23, 1977 

" 

TO: Bruce Bren.'1er , HU!IBI1 Resources Administration, Office of Operations & Support(COS 

FROM: HeT".ry Berzinn, Chrystyna Obushkevich; tepartrrent of Investigation, Bu..~au of 
Management Revie~ 

RE: Jomt meetmg regarding the OOS' s computer match svstem and follow-up 
activities on "public assistance clients(City eITg?loyees ll

• 

1. The OOS conducts computer TIB.tches and follow-up activities: 

o sorts names on computer printout according to those who are budgeted and t~ose 
who are not budgeted for ~~loyrrlent income; 

o transmits na:r.:es of Dublic assistance clients Vlhose incorres are not 
budgeted to Incorr:.e ~fai,'1teT".ance Centers for ravie\-] 2..'1d case action, i. e. , 
case closing, budget rrcdification, recoupment, or no change as ap:?ropriate; 

o monitors Centers' case dispositions; Center ar~ to reply to the OOS 
within a month's tL~ via Questionnaires; 

o 

o 

use traddng system to cro....ate statistical surrrnary reflecting a six-m::mth 
period following co!:,?uter r.a.tch, which su,'IT!'.a.ry indicates rronies saved 
£ro~ closed and rebudgeted cases, indicates the numter of closed aDd 
subsequently reopened cases, indicates projected savings; 

keeps a log of disposition under the following headings: 

"Client did not a.ppear for an interviel.J1I - The OOS sends client 
letter stating that client I s case vlill l:::e closed for failure to a;?pear 
for an intervieH; it is the responsibility of the IHC to process tr.e 
closing. 

The problem is that the OOS often is not clear as to what action, if 
any , 'was taken by the lEes, Ivhich cases rreri ted referral and which cases 
actually were referred to the IG. The result has b2.en tJ-l.at the Il'-!Cs a2.--e 

respond DIg to the OOS Ivithin the prescribed period of one month, bu~ 
the.ir responses are Lll.complete and there is no. gu.arantee that they aY'€ 

taking appropriate action. . 

APPENDIX C (2) 
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Nov~~r 23, 1977 
page 2 

If the client's case is not closed, the' client's name will appear 
on a subsequent computer match. If the case is closed but not referred to 
the Insoecto:' General CIG) for investigation and possible referral for 

, criminai . prosecution and discipline, appropriate sanctions will not be . 
taken on tnose clients who have committed fraud. 

t 
I 

To remedy the latter situation, the OOS has taken indep2ndent action 
as of July 1977 to send Questionnai..res to the IG on all "no shows!! who, 
a~corcling 'to the Questionnaires, had not been referred to the IG. 

"Budget correct" - ~..ay l:::e a case where a student is attending schcol 
full-t1Te and 'therefore his incOJ"lE is exemDt; COl11Duter rrav indicate thai: 
there is "no gross pa.y cf>.211ge", that is, client is wory,ing but there is no 
change in his incoJre since the preceding rra.tch. 

"No action reauired" - M.ay l:::e mismatch of client/errployee - wrong 
social security mnnber, public assistance mlIT1Der or el11ployee number. The 
problem is that dates of birth do not appear on City payrolls so that 
clients cannot be accurately identified. 

The remaining headings are self-explaT1atory: "administrative error", 
"fraud IT , "case closing", "cases previously closed". 

2. The OOS budgets income on non-budgeted cases; reviews cases for possible 
freud; refers suspected fraud cases to the IG via QuestiOJl.naires. 

3. 

o OOS Projections: .-

- On the average, 38% of 'the cases closed are reopened; 
-62% of "no shoH!! cases rerrain closed. 

The folloHing fi~res reflect the n~her of clients tapped in recent 
computer matches (cases not budgeted for employment income): 

.,' 

- March, 1977 - 756 cases 

- J~'1e, 1977 -1,600 cases (large number attributed to SUT.mer ~loyees, 
l1"'Qst of vlhich are CETA; OOS projects that 340 of these cases ';-liil 
remain permanently closed) 

- Nov., 1977 -2,700 cases (ITI:3J1Y of these are employees who were not 
working during the sumner a.l1d who returned to "Y-70rk in the Fall but 
failed to report this to BRA; ex. Beard of Education employees.) 

'APPENDIX C' (3) 
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HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION 
~SOCHlJRCH STReET, NEW YORK,N.Y. 10013 
, 
! 

J. HENRY SMITH Administrator/Commissioner 

December 5, 1977 

Mr. Henry Berzinn 
Ms. Chrystyna Obus~~evich 
N.Y.C. Dept. of Investigation 
Bureau of Management Review 
130 John Street 
New York, 11. Y. 10038 

Dear Henry B~rzinn & Chrystyna Obushkevich: 

I received your letter and memorandum of November 23, 1977, concerning our meeting 
of November 18, 1977. 

My comments on the recollection of points as stated in your memorandum are as 
follows: 

page 1, last paragraph, last sentence should refer only to the 
sub:nission of refund sllr;naries by the IlWl s to the IG. 

page 2, second paragraph - OOS refers to IG all questionnaires which 
are not only no scows, but any situations where 8..11. overpayment is 
indicated. 

page 2, "Budget Correctl1 
- no gross pay cha.nge !!leans client is not 

wprking as there was no change in his total, gross earnings since the 
proceeding match. 

page 2, your item 2 - on City Payroll 1,fa..tch 1M Cen-;;ers budget inco.:!le 
on non-budgeted cases not OOS. 1M Center also reviews cases for 
possible fraud, suhnits refund summary and takes recoupment ae~ion. 

- page 2, OOS Projections - 62% of all cases closed re!!lain closed. 

page 2, your i~em 3 - the figures stated in Jtme 1977 match (1)600) 
and the November, 1977 match (2700) refer to the ntl.;:Jber of cases 
referred. to the 1M Centers for review, these are not the actual numb~r 
of overpayments. 

Xi I can be of further assistance please feel free to contact me. 

APPENDIX C (4) 
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STANLEY N. LUPKIN 
Commissioner 

DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION·· 
130 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038 

Telephone: 825-5900 

Direct 'Dial Number 825-
In Reply Refer To 

Philip R. Michael 
First Dep~tty Commissioner 

(~ample of Letter Sent to Mayoral Agencies) 

Brian Barrett 
Deputy Commissioner October 27, 1978 

Deal"' (Agency Head) 

Re: Discipline of City Employee/1,'lelfare 
Fraud Offenders. 

On October 13, 1978, Mayor Edward I. Koch issued the 
attach~d memorandum to all City agency heads defining City-wide 
policy and guidelines regarding the prope~ disciplinary handling 
of alleged City ernplo~ee/welfare fraud offen~ers. The Mayor 
called for the application of properly vigorous and uniform 
sanctions on all such proven offenders. 

In this connection, he emphasized that in the absence 
Df clear and persuasive mitigating circumstances, if charges 
of' such fraud are proven "Co the s2.tisfac"Cion o:;.~ "Che 1e;;:al s~3.rida::,,::l 
o-r proof at an aclrn.inistra("i-ve hearing, disnissal fror.:l gover::.r.:env 
service is a rea~onable and appropriate penal-cy. This policy is 
totally consistent with Section 1116 of the New York City Charter 
which, in pertinent part reads: 

Any ... off~cer or employee of the City who 
shall wilfully violate or evade any provision 
of law relating to his office or employment, 
or commit any fraud upon the city, or convert 
any of the public proper"Cy to his own use ... 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdeameanor and 
in addition to the Denalties imDosed bv law 
and on conviction Sh211 fbrfeit-his of?ice or 
employment, and be excluded forever after 
from receiving or holding ~ny office or employ
ment under City g6vernment. (emph~sis supplied) 

APPENDIX D (1) 
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The Department of Investigation has worked with the 
Mayor's Office in establishing this policy. As in the past, this 
Department will be monitoring the disciplinary dispositions of 
such cases by City age~cies and reporting thereon to the Mayor . 

To ensure the effective implementation of the policy 
and guidelines enunciated by the. Nayor, the following procedures 
for the proper review and processing of such cases should be 
followed by all affected, agencies: 

With Respect to the Referral and Evaluation of Cases for 
Possible Discipline: 

Hereafter, the HRA Inspector General's office shall directly 
refer to the IGs of affected agencies, the following infor~ation 
relating to employee fraud: listings containing the names, social 
security numbers and public assistance numbers of the alleged 
offenders and the amount of alleged fraud; cOpies of criminal 
case investigation reports 'which arereferred concurrently to the 
District Attorneys, and copies of supporting documentation of 
fraud. A listing of cases referred monthly to agencies shall 
also be forwarded to the Department of Investigation's IG Liaison 
Unit. 

The HRA IGls office shall assist agency IG's, as needed, in 
supplying documentation in support of the alleged fraud. Should 
the agency find that the information referred does not indicate 
sufficient proof of fraud, additional supporting information 
should be requested and received from the HRA IG. 

The agency IG is directly responsible for making a determination 
of the prGvabi~ity of the fraud and for overseeing and ensuring 
the proper disciplinary or other administrative handling of each 
case received. 

With Respect to Initiating Discipliriary Reviews and Case 
Actions: 

The agency IG shall ensure that an administrative hearing proceeds, 
if appropriate, regardless of whether or not criminal prosecution 
has been initiated or successfully concluded. In those cases 
where disciplinary charges are viable and have been brought but 
criminal proceedings have not been concluded, the agency IG shall 
notify the welfare fraud unit of the appropriate District Attorney's 
office of the agency's intention to proceed with an administrative 
hearing, and should then proceed with such a hearing unless 
promptly requested not to do so.by the District Attorney1s office 
in writing. The agency IG shall be regularly informed of criminal 
prosecution case dispositions by the BRA IG upon the District 
Attorney's~notification to that office. 

APPENDIX D (2) 
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In light of recent rulings by the New York City Ci~il Service 
Commissiori'i * all HRA claims for restitution of welfare funds 
fraudulently obtained by City employees shall be made concurrentlY' 
with~ and hot before, the initiation of a disciplinary proceeding. 
In this r~gard, the agency IG shall inform the HRA IG of the 
intention to proceed administratively and shall make arrangements 
\-lith the BRA IG r'or the offender employee to sign a Confession of 
Judgment and a Promise to Pay at that office when appropriate." 
In the meanwhile, BRA is presently considering revision of the 
language in Confessions of Judgment so as to make clear that .the 
execution of such a document does not preclude. further criminal 
and/or disciplinary action. 

*The NYC Civil Service Commission has recently reversed on 
appeal, two dismissals taken by a City agency. IIJhile the Commission 
affirmed the agency's finding of guilt in these cases, it deemed 
that the penalty of dismissal was too severe considering that 
prior to the agency's initiation of administrative proceedings, 
the employees had signed Confessions of Judgment and Promises to 
Pay and i'lere maldng restitution. Further,. the Commission stated 
that the employees were led to believe that the signing of such 
documents and the making of restitution precluded disciplinary 
action by the employing agency. 

Note: 
A Confession of Judgment when signed by an indiyidual in 

cases such as these is an admission of civil wrongdoing, i.e., 
the receipt of monies to which the individual is not entitled. 
It is not, however, an admission of criminal wrongdoing, i.e., 
the intention to defraud. 

Confessions of Judgment may be taken by the HRA IG staff 
independently of or pursuant to orders by the criminal courts. 
Judgments become legally enforceable upon filing with the Supreme 
Court. When they are thus filed by the BRA, that agency has the 
legal right to collect monies due them, including the right to 
seek the garnishment of the offenders' wages or other income. 

A Promise to Pay is an informal agreement entered into by an 
individual and HRA, whereby the individual agrees to make restitution. 
Unlike a Confession of Judgment, this document is not filed in 
court. 

APPENDIX D (3)· 
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With Respect to Enforcing and Monitoring Restitution: 

Agency IGs shall ensure that those employees who, aftep a thorough 
review, are retained by the agency make restitution to HRA. The 
1G shall also monitor such restitution. Additionally, the IG 
shall require that such offender employees sign a stipulation 
acknowledging that the making of restitution does not preclude 
the agency from taking disciplinary action against the employee, 
and that failure to make restitution may result in dismissal. 

The HRA IG shall refer all collectible accounts relating to City 
employees to the HRA Collections Unit, in the Office of Legal 
Affairs, which is responsible for processing the collection of 
defrauded monies. This unit will enforce such collections. City 
agency IGs are asked to keep in contact with this unit regarding 
the status of restitution activities by agency employees. . 

With Respect to the Reporting of Case Dispositions: 

City agency IGs shall keep record of all criminal and disciplinary 
case dispositions and report same to the Department of Investigation's 
IG Liaison Unit along with their regular monthly monitoring 
reports now submitted to that unit. (Special forms for that 
purpose will be devised and forwarded to each agency IG.) In 
cases where mitigating circumstances have been deemed to exist 
and the employee is retained by the agency, a detailed explanation 
of such c~rcumstances 'should be indicated. 

Reports of final disciplinary case dispositions shall also be 
.fo~warded to the HRA IG. . 

With.Respect to Monitoring Discipline: 

The Department of Investigation shall meet periodically with the 
HRA IG and City agency IGs to review developments in.this regard 
and revise procedures, as needed. 

The Department of Investigation will endeavor to 
• provide any assistance needed by agencies in carrying out these 

procedures. Any questions should be directed to Joy Dawson, this 
Department's Inspector General Liaison, at 825-2899. 

• 
cc. Agency Inspector General 

• 

• 

Very truly yours, 

Stanley N. Lupkin 
Commissi.oner 

APPENDIX D (4) 
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STANLEY ·N. LUPKIN 
, Commi.ssioner 

Philip R. Michael 
First Deputy Commissioner 

, Brian BOlrrett 
"'Deputy Commissioner 

DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION 
130 JOHN STREET. NEW YORK. N. Y. 10038 

Telephone: 825-5900 

Direct Dial Numbcx' 825-

October 26, 1978 

Dr. Blanche Bernstein 
Administrator 
Human Resources Administration 
250 Church Street 

. In Repl,. ReIn- To 

·639/76R 

• New York, New York 10013 

• 

• 

•• 

• 

• 

•• 

• 

Dear Dr. Bernstein: 

As you knm'l, Hayor Koch issued a memorandum to all 
agency heads on October 13, 1978, establishing Ci tY-i·ride policy 
regarding the proper disciplinary handling of City employees who 
defraud the welfare system. 

In recent years, the efforts of your staff in investigating 
. and exposing such fraud have been an invaluable first step in 
this process. However, the proper an~ effective implementation 
o~ the Mayorfs strengthened policy depends on continued cooperation 
by and cor.ililunica~ion among all agencies concerned, i.e., the 
Human Resources Adninistration, the Department of Investigation 
and the employing City agencies. In this regard, I am sending a 
letter to City agency heads and their Inspectors General outlining 
procedures for the review and processing of such cases. With 
respect to the attendan~ responsibilities of your agency, I am 
proposing that the following procedures be implemen~ed in your 
~gency: 

Transmittal of Information Regarding Alleged City Employee/f:Telfare 
Fraud: 

The HRA IG should transmit information regarding welfare fraud 
offenders directly to appropriate agency IGs. (This was previously 
done through the Depar~men~ of Investigation). Case referrals 
should i~clude a listing, cy agency, of the names, social security 
numbers and Dublic assis~ance numbers of the alleged offenders 
and the amou~€ of alle£ed fraud; cODies of the IG's criminal 
investigation reports :'/hich are referred concurrently to the 
District At~orneys, and copies of supporting documen~ation of 
fraud. * The list of alleged offenders should also be sent to the 

- -.------------------------------------------
CCrse reports relating to State and Federal employees should be 
£cnt directly to the heads of the employing agencies. 
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IG Liaison Unit ih the Department of Investigation for monitoring 
of e~entual case;dispositions. 

I 

In order that the individual agpncy IGs m&y make a proper and 
just. evaluation of each case, the BRA IG staff should assist them 
in determining the e~istence of fraud, when requested. This ' 
would include clarifying'any vagueness or inconsistency in reports, 
and procedures, and supplying additional information supporting 
fraud, as requested. A supervisor in the HRA IG office should be 
designated as liaison with the City agencies, to coordinate this 
assistance. 

The BRA IG's office should report all .criminal case dispositions 
received from the District Attorneys to the appropriate agency 
IGs. Similarly, the agency IGs will be required to forward disciplinary 
case dispositions.to the HRA IG for its records. 

The Taking of Confessions of Jud~ment and Promises to Pay: 

In light of recent rulings by the New York City Civil Service 
Commission, the BRA IG's office should delay taking Confessions 
-of Judgment and Promises to Pay from City employee offenders 
until such time ~hat the agency IG informs that office of the 
intention to proceed with an administrative hearing. Arrangements 
should be made between the ERA IG and agency IGs to ensure that 
the signing of such documents occurs concurrently with, and not 
befrire, the initiation of a disciplinary proceeding. 

Confessions of Judgment and Promises to Pay should be amended to 
include a clause which indicates that the Signing of such documents 
will not preclude the possibility of criminal and/or disciplinary 
actio.ns-against the offender. I have already discussed the need 
for this amended language ivith Acting Counsel Joseph Armstrong~ 
as you suggested. 

Restitution of Public Assistance Funds Fraudulently Obtained: 

The BRA IG should ensure that all claims for restitution are 
referred to the HRA Collections Unit in the Office of Legal 
Affairs for enforcement. This unit is charged with the responsibility 
for such collections and, upon filing Confessions of JudgEent 
with the Supreme Court, has the legal right to collect monies due 
the HRA, including the right to seek garnishment of the offenders' 
wages or other income. Staff in the Collections Unit have reported 
to us that they currently do not actively pursue collections, 
even in cases where restitution has been ordered by the various 
criminal courts. Such inaction is due both to pending litigation 
regarding the alleged violation of due process by HRA staff in 
taking Confesslons of Judgment from alleged offenders, and to 
'significant understaffing of the unit in which only one professional 
is currently charged with the full responsibility of collections 
on all fraud cases. 
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Considering the importance of this unit's function in recovering 
substantial dollar amounts due the City, I would suggest that BRA 
give high priority attention to'reorganizing and restaffing this 

o unit so as to make it viable. The c,ost/benefit ratio of this 
function, should, in my judgmeryt, meet Mayoral and Office of 
Manage~ent and Budget criteria for hiring. 

It is also essential that this unit regularly inform the HRA IG 
of restitution made, or defaults in such payments by offenders ~o 
that the IG may in turn ,notify appropriate City employing agencies 
and Distr~ct Attorneys for any further action they may deem 
appropriate. 

I appreciate all your past efforts in this matter and 
hope that these procedures are acceptable and meet the needs of 
this program. I would welcome the opportunity to discuss any 
questions or suggestions you may have,wi~h respect to this matter. 

~... vebJY;;1iI! yours ,,/ 
, ' \ \~. 

-""'" - '\ /' 
, : , \ / 

" ,- b~''''': \''., 'f 

.~/ (;h~~:~~~\~~-(;;~l~:~> 
\ CO,!Ilffiis,s'iorier ') 

~/' 1 , ) 
--," \' ',-,: .-

cc: Federico Costales 
Inspector General 
Human Resources Administration 

Joseph Armstrong, Esq. 
Acting General Counsel 
Human Resources Ad~inistration 

Philip R. Michael 
First Deputy Co~~issioner 
Depa~tment of Investigation 
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STANLEY N. LUFKIN 
"-. Commissioner 

Philip R. Michael 
First Deputy Commissioner 

Brian Barrett 
Deputy Commissioner 

DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION 
130 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038' 

Telephone: 825-5900 

Direct Dial Number 825- 5913 

M E M 0 R A-N DUM 

TO: All Inspectors General 

Stanley N. Lupkin, commiSSione~ 
January 19, 1979 

FROH: 

DATE: 

In Repl:f RefeT To 

639/76R 

SUBJECT: Amended Guidelines Regarding Procedures for the Administrative 
Handling of Alleged City Employee/Welfare Fraud Offenders 

With reference to my recent letter to heads of agencies (copy to 
IGs) conccrn~ng the "discipline of City .employee!-'7elfare fraud offenders,:J 
please be advised that pursuant to a reorganization of the investigative 
function within the Human Resources Administration (HRA) , the responsi
bility for investigating non-staff related welfare client fraud has been 
shifted from the HRA's Office of the Inspector General to the newly created 
Client Fraud Investigation Unit (CFIU). 

If HRA finds that an employee of your agency may be engaged in 
welfare fraud, a copy of the criminal case investigation report alleging 
such fraud shall be referred to the Office of the Inspector General di
rectly from CFIU. This new unit will supplant HRA-IG as the liRA liaison 
on these matters. Accordingly, requests for clarification of inforffiation 
reported and assistance in assessing a case, inquiries regarding criminal 
prosecution dispositions and administrative disciplinary hearings, etc., 
should be addressed to the Director of CFIU, New York City Human Resources 
Administration, 66 Leonard Street, 2nd Floor, New York, New York 10013. 
That unit may be reached by telephone at 553-6862. 

In light of HRA's recent modification of Confession of Judgment 
and Promise to Pay forms to provide notice to offenders that such restitu
tion agreements do not preclude further criminal and or disciplinary action, 
it is no longer necessary that such agreements be made concurrently with an 
agency's initiation of a disciplinary proceea~ng. Agency 1Gs shall be noti
fied by CF1U when such agreements are entered into by agency employees; ~ow
ever, ~gency IGs need not inform that unit of their initiation of disciplin
ary proceedings. 
CC: Director, HRA, Client Fraud Investigation Unit 

Agency Heads 
Philip R. Michael 
Joy Dawson 
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Hon. Stanley N, Gupkin Commissioner 
Department of Investigation 
130 John St. 
New York, N.Y. 

C . ione£t~k' Dear omm~ss~ up,~n: 

January 9, 1979 

I have reviewed a copy of your report on Detection ?nG Prevention 
of Fraud by Cj tv Emoloy('cs on Public fissist.PI1(,E> (Ref, 6"39176R) ,;hich 
you transmitted to me in your letter dated iwvember 15, 1978, and I 
share the ,{ie,; set forth therein tha t much can be done to improve HRJ\' s 
procedures for investigatil:g freud and m2king 2vailable to the Distrjct 
Attorneys materials that will be more helpful to them in prosecuting 
cases. 

\~e are making improvements in our invest~,gative process at the 
Income /'o~aintenance (11 n:H) Centers; we al'e reorganizing the freud 
investigation function of the Office of ' the Inspector Generel ("OIGI!) 
and the Collections Unit of the Office of LegDl Affairs; and we expect 
that the 1M Cen~er improvements 2nd the orgcnizational changes, among 
other things, will enhance subst2ntially our investigations, our 
collection efforts and our court referrals. 

Upon receipt of your report, the Division of Income M2intenance 
Progr2ms (" I /'ol Programs") reex2mined its oper2U ng instructions to n: 
personnel and the practices and coritrols of its Office of Operations 
Systems ("OOS") as they relate to handling computer mate hE's , It became 
apparent that instructions to 1M personnel were not 85 clear as they 
should have been. \'':e have revised the instructions to insure that 
staff clearly understands its responsibility to (i) secure collateral 
verification frcr:J an employer of the amount' of concealed income, (ii) 
compute the amOl1nt of funds Hronf:;fully obtained from public 2ssistance, 
(iii) take recovery action by reducing public assistance payments Hherc 
assistance continues omd (iv) record clearly all of the "ctions 
connected Hith each investig2tion for use as evidence in possible fraud 
prosecutions, l~e revised instructions also make it clear that 1M staff 
has a responsibility to refer fraud cases to the HRA Inspector General 
("Inspector General tl

) prorr:ptly and \.;ith as much detail as is possible. 

I do not share your audi~ors' view that an attempt to monitor 
case actions r'Gsulting from the me<tches by OOS \o.'as unsuccessful. 
Certainly OUS Has able to learn from the forms \-Ihich Here r'eturned by 
HI staff I-il1at disposition Has made of each case in a match, The 
prooedurE's were not designed for OOS to monj tor l-:hetl1er a fraud case 
was referred to the OIG. 
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One of the findings in your report is that there is considerable 
slippage in 1M's efforts to refer fraud cases to OIG. We selected a 
random sample of 371 of the 756 cases in the March 1977 match that 
might have required a referral fot' fr2ud. He examined 113 case records 
at the IH Centers and found that 25 ca.,ses "lere referred to OIG by means 
of.a II Refund Summary". \')e also found that 25 cases did not require a 
referral to orG bec2use the person who v:as working 'tias either a minor 
or a payee for the family ,md not in receipt of assistance. Our 
'findings indicate that in 56% of the cases requiring a referral, we 
did not make a referral to OIG. To correct this performance lag, we 
will developan·audit. of match program activity at ~he 1M Centers to 
insure that required procedures are understood and follov!ed. 

I, recognize your auditors' concern with ass's present practice 
of handir.g oVer to oro an entire match as a referral for fraud 
investigation. Ill, staff is required to investigate the extent of eCleh 
fraud in order to determine how much to recoup for those cases that 
remain eligible for assistance payments. Under current procedures, 
DIG I s Office of Concealed Assets (II Concealed Assetsll) independEntly 
gathers riata from collateral sources to establish fraud, reviews the 
entire case record" of public assistance and computes the amount of 
fraudulently obtained public assistance prior to preparing 2 case for 
referral to the District Attorneys. There is obviously a duplication 
of cffort. 1M Programs and the Director of Fraud InvestigEtions will 
work out mutually acceptc:,ble prOCEdures to eliminClte the duplication, 
assign responsibility and streamline the prqcedures. The Fraud 
Investigtions Unit will set up a mechanism to screen incoming referrals 
and t.o bring to the attention of Il". Programs management those referrals 
that are deficient. 

Your auditors recommend that 1M ManC?gement should institute 
measures to insure the proper maintenance and timely referral of DSS 
records to investigative staff. 1M management has been emphasizing, 
and will continue to train staff in, the nEed to record, information 
properly in the records, to obtain the appropriate evidence and to 
refer cases promptly to OIG. 

We have a huge paper records management problem in U1. There are 
some 600,000 casi record files in our ~2 1M Centers, and each file is 
filled \-!ith forms and papers. The problem of fj ling papers has become 
severe since Vie have been required to reduce the number of staff 
available for filing to kecp within budgetary lilTJits. To give you 
some idea of the magnitude of the probl€m, for one function alone, 
recertification, we do about 80,000 interviews a month at 9 sites, and 
the paper from those interviews has t~ be shipped and filed in folders 
throughout 42 1M Centers. We recognize that we need to take another 
approach to records maintenance, and ~hortly we will test tho use of 
a microfilm record to repl~ce our paper files ~t one 1M Center. The 
objective of the test is to determine whether we will be able to locate 
records more !?8sily and i-:hether we will be able to do away Hith some 
of t.he forms and papers now used. 
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A major portion of your report deals with the Office of the 
Inspector Gener~l as it was constituted during the period covered by 
your report and certain procedural problems affecting its operations. 

As you note, DIG has some major backlogs in the criminal 
investigations areas, but to report that such backlogs have been caused 
~olely by delays in the initiation and qompletion of criminal 
investig2.tions is to overlook the factors ~;hich we feel are more 
responsible for such backlogs - staff losses and overall increases in 
caS\3 intake. 

In 1974, when the current Inspector General took office, the 
backlog in DIG, Concealed Assets, i-laS 10,615 cases. For the latest 
complete statistical year, 1977, the backlog was 15,114, an increase 
of 42% over the 1974 figure. While invest~gative staff decreased by 
28% dudng the same period, a reduction of only 19% occurred in 
completions, and through greater selectivity considering the 
priorities during the same period, dollar recoveries, total collectible 
dollars, increased 19%. Eased on the above statistics, the productivity 
of an investigator improved by 14% from 1974 to 1977. 

In the past year, DIG has realigned its priorities structure based 
on a new City-wide emphasis on employee fraud, and 211 investigClti ve 
staff has been 2ssigned to concealed government employment C2ses. 
Deviation from this priority occurs o.nly ,,'hen information pertaining 
to concealed govE:rnment employment C2ses h2.s not been for\\arded to OIG 
prompt.ly enough to keep investigators busy. (For produotivity purposes 
the Jnspector Gen~ral has, with certain exceptions, ruled out seizure 
of records, relying Oh requests for information instead.) We believe 
that this method of priority assignment of concealed government 
employment cases Hill eliminate the genEration of It stale lt concealed 
employment cases. With a statute of limitations on criminal fraud 
cases of five Years, no appreciable percentage of concealed government 
emplpyee 8ases should present statute of limitations problems. 

At present all cases received in OIG are examined in Concealed 
Assets I l'evieH 2nd reject; process. Concealed employment cases are 
separated from other Concealed Assets cases and are assigned and given 
the hiGhest priority. Of all concealed employment cases, government 
cases are considered first in the final sift before assignment. 

Other cases processed by Concealed Assets in the past year are 
cases ~ith suspected high dollar value and cases assigned in previous 
years "'Ihich are being. Horked by investigators \-lhen concealed employment 
case data adequate for completion of an investigation is not available . 
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Concealed Assets presently has twenty one fraud investigators I 
in contrast to the twenty nine it had approximately four years ago, 
all Qf Hl)om have been assigned principally to government employee fraud 
investigations for the past year. 

Notwithstanding our priorities with regard to the handling of 
City, State, and Federal cases, we agree that guiddines regarding 
priority standards and criteria for prosecution of fraud cases will 
be beneficial. 

During the period covered by your report HRA' s emphasis Has on 
recovering monies, or restitution. Current policies place an emphasig 
on fralld in the public sector as \Olell as on restitution 1 thereby 
requiring a shift in focus as well as priority. In addition, the 
deterrent effect is highlighted along with prevention. 

The Inspector General presently has developed the following 
priority system for all ca$es he receives: 

1) Computer-Xatch cases which identify City, State and Federal 
employees; 

2) FICA Computer-Match cases 'l-lhich identify employees in the 
private sector; and 

3) Biscellaneous which incl udes all other Computer-~latches, such 
as UIE and tt,arriage Bureau, referrals from State vaG and 
Refund Summ8ries received from Il1 Centers. 

Also, any referrals which indicate a high claim amount or potential 
publicity are given high priority. 

Tile Inspector General is faced Hith certain productivity 
requirements which often conflict with its priorities system, (e.g" 
the receipt of information for lOi-ier level priority cases often occurs 
more rapidly than that for higher level priority cases). Given the 
Inspector General's decision to request rather than seize information 
(a much more time consuming approach on the part of the OIG) the 
investjgators are allowed to work the lower level priority cases while 
awaiting informAtion on higher level cases in order to accomodate the 
need for productivity. 

We will consider carefully the changes in case preparation that 
are recommended as' Hppropriate for referral:: to District Attorneys. 
Initial implementation of changed case preparation sLondards may affect 
\-lorker productivity, but, as you note, sep2ration of City employee 
fraud matters from all other fraud, co~pled ,\.;ith other changes v:e 
propose to undertake based on Ollr findings C1nd some of your suggeslions 
for change in the fraud area, Should alloH us to make significant gains 
in all of our investig8tivc work. The ultimate goal is to increase 
our ability to prepere cases which will allow the DistricL Attorneys 
to proceed expeditiously Hhilc. at the same time alloHing us to maintain 
cost effectiveness. 
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OIG began to examine criminal case reporting needs in February 
1978. With an eye tOhards implementing changes and improvements in 
BRA's reporting system, staff made visits to the Drug Enforcement 
Administration and the Department of Housing and Urban Development to 
study their case reporting systems. 'As a result of OIG's examination, 
a . project i-laS designed to improve the quality of criminal case 
reporting. Incidental to this project was the development of a handbook 

. of forms and procedures for criminal case reporting. The project has 
been suspended temporarily because of loss of analytical staff and the, 
separation of the Bureau of Client Fraud Investigations' from OIG. 
Within the constraints we faCE, I will request that OIG, together with 
the Bu.reau of Client Fraud Investigations and the Office of Legal 
Affairs, revive the project and see it through to completion. A part 
of the project may include the l~eestablishment of a Criminal Committee 
at BRA. 

OIG's criminal investigative reporting is designed to meet the 
requirements of the District Attorneys 3nd Agency requirements such 
as conferences in IN Centers, Fair He2rings and justification of 
recoupment. He aJtempt to provide justification Hith prima facie 
cases, and we are aware that the District Attorn~ys may h~ve different 
criteria for prosecution. However, the actual prosecution and 
selection of cases to prosecute are the concern of the Distr'ict 
Attorneys. OIG liaison, ... :orkers located in t~c District Attorneys I 
offices are there to assist in weeding out undesirable cases and to 
help in the preparation of cases for prosecuti0n. 

The Court Referral Unit ("CRU") of GIG and the District Attorneys 
have been considering a number of forms cmd formats for investigative 
reports generated by the various investigative units'of HRA, the New 
York State Helfare Inspector General and the Department of 
Investigation.' Clearly, it i-lould make processing easier and more 
routine if the great bulk of i-:elfare fraud cases could be referred in 
a standard format. Again, i-Ie will give your recommenda'tions in the 
Cl'iminal investigative reporting area careful consideration. Your 
recommendations most probably can be applied to modify our currently 
used Refund Sum:nary so that it can serve as the primary referral 
document, if covpled with other supporting documents such as a fraud 
calculation fonn and a list of available evidence. 

In discussing the Quality of HRA's criminal case investigations, 
consideration must be given to the law, rules, regulations, policies, 
procedures and philosophy i-lhich bear upon a social services 
environment. In certain instances £ome of the other forces we must 
consider may 2ppear to be at odds Hi th those standards i-Ihich are 
followed in n strictly criminal investigatory environment . 
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All evidenoe noted in a case record i's recorded in the 
investigator's report. This information is used to indicate the non
fraud aspects of c:ur claim. Claims are categorized as fraud c:md non
fraud. Contrary to what is contained in the section of your report 
.tit.l~d "Insufficient Criminal Evidence Developed 2nd/or Reported ll , CAD 
investigators do extrect, evidence of misrepresentations from case 
records when this docl:mentation is available, Material that is 
available during the investigation is listed end noted in the 
investigator's report under thE: heading "t'lisreprcsent8tions and 
Concealments". The documentation th2t is derived from an evaluation 
of case record material, is dependent upon \-lh2t is found in 1M records, 
~:e shared \-lith you earlier in this response some of the 1M concerns 
in the record-keeping area. 

On the question of indicating evidence of a client's 
intent,Concealed ASSets' investigator's reports identify 
misrepresentations by DSS form name and/or number and by date under 
the heading, "l'-~isrepresentCltions and Concealments". J\dmissions made 
to investigators are included tmaer the heading "Admissions", 

Wilen clients are questioned Ol' interviewed in connection Hith 
matters within OIG's province, the Concealed Aesets investigator has 
already obtained evidence to document the Existence of concealment. 
''l'he purpose of the intel'view is to confront the client with the evidence 
at hand ar:d to permit the client to give us any docl.:rnents Y!hich may 
refute the available inform2tion in the C2,SE' record, or to explain any 
of the client's misunderst2~dings of our policies, The results of 
intervie .... :s are reported under the heading II t.dmissions" . Concealed 
Assets' monthly reports clearly identify the nt.!mbel's of cases which 
are reviewed and rejected bec8use of exculpatory proof. 

It may be uDl'ealistice for Concealed Assets staff to attempt to 
obtain photo identificction cards, original handwriting exemplars or 
other, identifying information on clients, This responsibility may 
best be left with the District P.ttorneys who are able to request or 
subpoena such information as needed. 

Obtaining current home addresses fot' clients has been a constant 
problem for us, and it may be that p ~ooper2tive effort between us and 
the District Attorneys, with them requesting such information fpom 
,employing agencies, will help to alleviate the problem. 

The effectiveness of Concealed Assets I reporting is dependent 
upon the evidence submitted at the time of its investigation. If this 
eVloence is not sufficient to sustain a crimioCil prosecution I \,;e 
understand that 'the District Attorneys 11ave the right and authority 
not to prosecute. Ho\,Cver', even if the evid~nce is not sufficient -for 
criminal purposes, it may support recoupment and recovery actions . 
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In its attempts to supply sufficient evidence of a client r s 
employm('nt or the names of witnesses, Concealed J\ssets is handicapped 
by its inability to subpoena employment records \·;here the employer 
refuses to cooperate. We wish to note, however, that successful 
preliminary hearings have been held on the employment inform2tion made 
available to the District Attorneys. 

At preliminary hearings the DSS representative can attest to the 
availability of public assistance checks as well as show a ,transcript
of public assistance or other available records, such as budget sheets 
showing the paYment of public assistance funds during the period of 
concealment. 

HRA, in differentiating betHeen fraud and non-freud, makes a clear 
attempt to distinguish a criminal claim. In computing the dollar 
amount of claims against clients, I note that our cl2i~s are based 
upon a composite of criminal and civil overpayments of public 
assistance, which is indicated under the heading IIComputa tion of 
Claims", For those District Attorneys who continue to have a problem 
understanding our claim qomputations, we have liaison workers located 
in the respective District Attorneys I offices y;ho can supply ell 
necessary expJ.ar.ations. Our computation of claims covers overpayments 
of public assistc:nc€ during a specific period of time. Since v:e cannot 
predict \-;hen the District P,ttorneys may decide to initiate their 
actions, there is-no way for ~s to incorporate the statute of 
limitations appro2ches. Our claims submit ted to 'the District lit torneys 
are all larceny casE'S h'hich may be deliberal tly reduced to misdemeanors 
for accomodation purposes. Addition'ally 1 at one time fraud claims did 
not, inclvde considerations reg2rdjnA. incentive allO\,c;nces. As 8 resl:lt 
of a court decision ,,,hich required that incentive 8.l10wances be 
considered, it. has often been necessary to make changes in claim 
computations after they have be~n referred to the District Attorneys. 

To insure that your recommendations covering OIG I S operations are 
addressed in a satisfactory manner and because of a certain ambunt of 
overlap, I am requesting OIG, the Eureau of Client Fraud Investieations 
and the Office of L€gal Affairs to mount a joint effort to eliminate 
many of the conce-rns which you have raised. I trust that they will 
continue to work closely with your office, the District Attorneys and 
the Deputy l':ayor fOl' Criminal Justice in this effort. 

I agree \-lith your findings th<:t HRA has not exercised sufficiently 
strong measures in taking disciplinary actions against its own 
employees \o:ho have commit ted \o;el far'e fr2ud. I have given instructions 
to our Employee Qisciplinary Division to take appropriate disciplinary 
proceed jnes against HRt; employees \Olho have commit ted frc:ud, 2nd we 
Hill monitor the Hearings -Officers to insure that Hh!?re the fr2ud 
consitutes a felony the recommedations contained in the Mayor's 
memoradt:m of October 13, 1978 2re followed. 
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We also agree with your findings that our'process of collecting 
from recipients \liho have been ordered by a court or voluntarily agreed 
to me>ke restitution needs improvement. \o/e have added temporCiry me>npo\\'er 
to the Collections Unit in the Office of Legal Aff2..irs to facilitate 
computerization of an accounts receivable; system ..... hich should eliminate 

'the in-house collection problem. Hhere we do not receive payments I 

we will take civil action.to enforce judgment~ or agreements that have 
been made. 

As you know 1 we have modified the forms of Confessions of Judgment. 
and Promises to Pay to provide notice to offenders that such agreements 
do not preclude the possibility of criminal end/or disciplinery action. 
We are now in agreement with your office that I given the notice provided 
is such forms, we no longer need await the st2rt of 2dministrative 
proceedings before taking Confessions of Judgement and Promises to 
Pay. We will, of course , maint2..in close liasionwith the Inspectors 
General of other City agencies and with the District Attorneys in 
taking Confessions of Judgement and Promises to Pay. 

Your report has been most helpful, and it will clearly faciJ.itate 
those in tie ti ves we are taking at HRA. DIG,. the newl y established 
Bureau of Client Fraud Investigations and the Cffice of Legal Affairs 
will \-iork closely ..... ith your office in coordinating your recommendations 
and our initiatives. I trust that the concerns I have shared with you 
Will helpful in the preparation of the final version of your report. 

AP)?BNDIX G (8) 

Sincerely, 

---pv~~ 
Blanche Bernstein 
Administrator/Commissioner 
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,1~:~~fI OFFICE Of THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Bronx County 
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MARIO MEROLA 
Districl Attorney 

215 East 161st Street 
Bronx, New York 10451 

I Ad 8; 4::1 

'\ 

j 

Hon. stanley N. Lupkin 
Commissioner 
Department Of Investigation 
'130 Joh..Yl street 
New York, New York 10038 

Dear stan: 

December 1, 1978 

A fow months ago I spoke with Chrystyna Obushkevich of 
your office in connection '<lith the p'repara tion of a standard 
Investigation Report for welfare fraud cases. 

I dont know if such a report "Tas 8-.rer urepared, so I have 
enclosed two copies of \·rha t I feel is a pretty good report. 
One of the copies is a blarlk report and the other is just a 
sample case. The report can be modified to fit- just about 
any type of welfare fraud case. Additional information may 
be added if needed and I feel that all co~ies of nertinent 
information or documents should be attached to the report by 
the investigators of H.R.A. 

. I hope that this will help you in the event that this 
type of report is necessary. If I can be of any more help, 
please let me know. 

SG;ro 

.' ",' 

APPENDIX H (1) 

~~lY yours, 

SALVATORE GIUNTA 
DIRECTOR 
WELFAF.E F?t.A.UD UNIT 
590-21'28 
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INVESTIGAT:tmr REPORT . 

1 0 INVESTIGATION UNIT nrFO~}[ATION: 

(a) Unit, (b) Investigator & telephone#, (c) Date case assigned, 
(d) Date investigation terminated. 

2 .. CLIEHT I~T?OR?·tATION: 
.' 

( ) ( 11' !!: () a Name, Current address, apt. iT , zip code, tel,"~ b Social 
Security number/s, (c) Case#, (d) Center & tel.#, (e) Period'of 
Public As~istance, (f) Family composition. 

3. FRAUD IX?OR}1ATION: 

(a) Basis of referral, (b) ~~ount, (c) Period of fraud, (~) Type 
of fraud. 

4. FE8ULTS 03' nrV3STIGAT!ON ~ 

(a) Persons interviewed, (b) locations visited, (c) Documents 
obtained, (d) Co~respondence, (copies 0= originals). 

5.. EVIDE~-rc3 03TAIN3D: 

(a) Employment records, (b) ',~-2 For:ns, (c) Payroll records, 
(d) Complete case reco~d, (application, W-10C 1 s, face to face 

. inter-vie'"", in- person intervie"vs, corresponde!lce). 

(a) Current status, (b) Fair Hearings, (c) Prior frauds, 
Cd) Restitution or recoupment in effect, (e) neside!lce at 
time of fraud. 

(a) Unable to subpoena records, (b) Case ~ecord !lot complete, 
(c) All checks for period not in file, Cd) Poor health of 
client, etc. 

APPENDIX H (2) 
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• 
SAHPLE r7""JESTIGATTO:r R3PCRT' . 

DATE OF REPoRT: ____________ ~-

HUHA.N . RESOURCES .~j)HIHISTRATION 
INV. mnT !.= ________ _ 

. INVESTIGATOR: ----------------TELEPHONE# 
~-------------------

DATE INV. ASSIGNED: 
DATE INV. COHPLETED-:------

• NAME: ______________________ __ CAsE# 
--~----------------------

.ADDRESS ! _________ _ Clli~T~~: __ ~----------------__ ---

• ______________ . ________ ~ APT.# ___ TELEPHONE# ----------------------
PERIOD OF PU3LIC ASSISTANCE: FROH: ----------------- TO: --------
FAl.'1ILY COHPOSITI01'r: 

• 
BASIS OF R3FEP2~L: 

•• 

• RESULTS OF nrl.:;::STIGATImr: 

• 

• 

• 
APPENDIX H (3) 

• 
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EVIDEHCE OBTAINED: 

~ACKGROUND IJ:I3'O:r:G·1ATJ:ON: 

PROBLEJ·fS CONCEmnNG INVESTIGATION OF F:L!\'UD: 

• 

• INVEST.LGATOR 

'sUPERVISOR 

• 
APPENDIX H ( 4) 

• 
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• 
I.IST OF WITNESSES: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A1!PENDIX H (5) 
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pAHPLE I:~TE8?IGATIC:; REPOR.T 

RUHAN RESOU:.1.CES P..DMIHISTR.\.TION 
INV. UNIT: \;o!!.c. Asstz. ;Jiv_ 
INVESTIGATOR: t7or-.n ;"'::1i th 
TELEPHONE# 753-7012 ,----

NJu'1E: Jane Jones D.O.B. 1/2/33 

ADDRESS: 421 East 138th Street 

Bronx, N.Y. 10453 APT.#--1± 

DATE OF REPORT: Dece:!!lber 1. 1978 

. DATE INV. ASSIGH3D: 11/30/78 
DATE IIfV. COHPLETED: 12/1/78 

CASE# Am 3649078-1 

CENT~-q: Concourse 

TELEPEONE# __ ~9~60~-....:7~9~2~5 __________ __ 

PERIOD OF PUBLIC ASSISTA.NCE: FROM:._-...:...10:;;i,/....:7.:.../.;:;.6.:...7 ___ _ TO: Present 

FAMILY COHPOSITION: Son Eer.::an 6/71 
Son Ja:::es ,~;/72 

lJaugh. nar." 2/73 
•• 1 

BASIS OF ~~Er~~~L~ 

This jny~stir.?":;11)~1 was co~3:icted due to ao:or."..:::ous cc:::-::lai:rt lette::' statin~ tbat 
b;." ~'~:~ :~e·:,· ·::."c::,k ,:.: ~~r .~c'?.l"'d :~d·uc3. -:io!:" 

RESULTS OF I~rr~STIGA~I ON: 

'l'he assigned checked the rublic Assisb.nce scanner and verified that the above 
named client was in fact receiving welfare fron center #45, Conoourse. ~he assisned 
then Yient to center#45 and reviewed tr.e case record. In the ca e reco::,d, there 
are three Pace to Face foIT.ls signed by the recipient, stath.g that she in fact is 
not employed. On her application she states tr~t she has 110t been employed in the 
past t9n years. Also p::"1sent in t!1e case record aJ:'e six 'i/-1 OC 18 statir.g no cr..aTlge 
in financial situation. ~he assigned visited P.S. 41, at 149th Street ~nd St. A~DS 
Avenue a:ld sf-oke to ::rs. Y'2.plan, Asst. rrincipal who referred the assig~1ed to ~.:r. 
Davis of the l'e:::'sor.nel Section. r:r. ::t)avis gave the assigned caries of :r;ayroll rec
ords and \'.'-2 Ponns for the period, Jan"..l3.ry 4, 1970 to April 10, 1977. ?,:r. Davis 
stated he wjll give the aSSigned current payroll records some t:tne next week. 
The assiened also conducted a ;,;otor Vehicle :Oepartment check and a bank check, both 
checks were wHh negative results. 

Client intcx"Iie'lld on this date and stated to the assigned that she is currently 
employed and that she did not report this to the center b'3cause she needed the 

extra money. NOTE: (AlIT ADDITIONAL IlTFOP1,1.ATION) 

" APPENDIX H (6) 
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EVIDENCE OBTAINED: 

1. Employment records from P.S. 41, for the period: 1/4/70 to 11/30/78 
2o.W-2 Fonns for the years: 1970, 1971, :.972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977& 
3. Case record ADC 3649078-1 from ce~te~45 \at Court Referral Unit) 
4. Three'Face to Face forms dated: 6/5/73, 9/1/75, 3/1C/78 
5. Six W-1OC 1 s dated: 1/1/71., 2/2/72, 3/3/73, 4/4/74, 5/5/76, 6/6/78. 

"-6. Application dated: 10/7/67. 

BACKGROT.j1TD lI'IT ORi·1.ATI ON : 

This case is currently ac'\'ive at cel:ter#45 Co!:course. 
There are no Fair Hearings in case record 
There is no record of prior fraud 
Client is still at SaBe address of application 
There is no indication of restitution or recoup~ent in case record. 
Client is L~ good health 

PROBLEiviS cmrcmrnm DPTESTIGATIO:r O:? FR._A.ITD:-

• For the period of fraud, checks for r.:a;r and Ju..~e are not il'l file (4) che'cks, 
each check is for $250. totalling $1,000. 
Handwriting a~lysis has not been done 

• 
Signature 

• IN\TEST.LGATOR 

Signature 
SUPE..-tVISOR 

• 
APPENDIX H (7) 
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LIST OF WITNESSES: 

1. Mr. I.alton Davis, Personnel Director, P.S. 41, 3ro:nx, 149 St. & St. Anns).ve~ue 
2. Mrs, Helen Kaplan, Asst. Principal, P. S. 41 ,Bronx, 149 St. & St. Anns Avenue 
3. Mrs. 1,;ary Green, Cas ewo:::-ker , Center #45, Concourse, 1790 G:rand Concourse 
4,. Mr. Ronald Brovm, Teacher, P.S. 41, Bronx, 149 St. & St. Anns Avenue 

- ~. 

The assigned showed LD. photo of Ja!1e Jones case# AIC 3649078-1, to r.:rs. Kaplan, 
Mr. Davis and I.:rs. Green and they all agreed tb:>t client is the SaDe person tne..t 
is employed at P.s. 41 as a Teacher's Aide, and trAt she has been employed at that 
school since January 4. 1970 to the present. 

APPENDIX t (8) 
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